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ABSTRACT 

This study investigates the most recurrent coupled pattern of interannual variability 

between the Northern Hemisphere mid-latitude circulation and the tropical convection 

(between 15°S and 30"N) during the northern summer (June to September). The leading 

singular value decomposition (SVD) pattern reveals a significant. coupled interannual 

variation between a circumglobal teleconnection (CaT) pattern and strong tropical 

convection pattern associated with the La Nina phase of Equatorial Eastern Pacific sea 

surface temperature. The CaT, having a zonal wavenumber five structure, is primarily 

positioned within a waveguide associated with the westerly jetstream. The spatial phases 

of CaT tend to lock to preferred longitudes. The CaT is accompanied by significant 

rainfall and surface air temperature anomalies in the continental regions of West Europe. 

European Russia, India, East Asia and North America. This implies that the CaT may be 

a source of climate variability and predictability in the midlatitude regions. 

This study also reveals a significant. coupled intraseasonal variation between a Rossby 

wavetrain across the Eurasian continent and the summer monsoon convection in 

northwestern India and Pakistan (referred to as NISM hereafter). The time-lagged SVD 

analysis shows that the mid-latitude wavetrain originates from the northeastern Atlantic 

and traverses Europe to central Asia. The wavetrain enhances the upper-level high 

pressure and reinforces the convection over the NISM region; meanwhile. it propagates 

rUrther toward East Asia along the wave guide provided by the westerly jet. After an 

outbreak ofNISM convection, the anomalous central Asian high retreats westward. 

On the intraseasonal timescale, extreme active and break phases of the ISM often bring 

about devastating floods and severe droughts. The concurrent buildup of the anomalous 
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high over Central Asia and the arrival of tropical convection over northern India increase 

the likelihood of occurrence of a heavy rainy period over the NISM region. Two 

predictors may be used to predict the extreme activelbreak phases of the northern ISM: 

normalized 200-hPa geopotential height over Central Asia and outgoing longwave 

radiation over southern India. Once the mean of the two predictors exceeds a threshold 

unit 1.0, an extreme phase is anticipated to occur over northern India after six to seven 

days. 
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Chapterl 

Introduction 

1.1 Possible causes of tropleal-extratropleallnteraction 

Exbeme climate events with major social impact are almost without exception the 

signature of long-lived planetary scale ciIculation anomalies. These quasi-stationary flow 

patterns appear to be maintained in at least two ways: remotely from the tropics or 

through the natural internal variability of the exbattopical atmosphere. The former 

mechanism may be seen as an extema1 dynamical source. and the latter is regarded as an 

internal dynamical source. The description and unders1anding of the mechanisms that 

maintain large scale eXbattopical circulation anomalies are very important for successful 

long-range climate prediction. While much progress has been made in our understanding 

of the tropical-exbattopical interaction, many features of this broad range of phenomena 

still are poorly understood. In particular, the nature of possible tropical influences still is 

the subject of much debate. 

Hoskins and Karoly (1981) found that the greatest middle latitude response to thermal 

forcing is achieved with the forcing at low latitudes, suggesting a potentially impodant 

direct forcing by the Iropics. In their themy, the tropical-exbattopical interaction is 

explained by the propagation and dispersion of Rossby waves genemted by 

tropicalIsubtropical forcing. They showed that in a solid body rotation, Rossby waves can 

disperse to the mid1atitudes following a great ciIcle route. Hoskins and Ambrizzi (1993) 

studied Rossby waves in a more realistic basic flow, and found that the structure of the 

basic flow puts a strong constraint on the Rossby wave path. Rossby waves may be 

absorbed or reflected, and most of aD, the strong curvature of the zona1 winds (large 
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vorticity gradient) can work as a wave guide, confining the wave activity to a limited 

band in the meridional direction while transporting the activity to a long distance in the 

zonal direction. Sardeshmukh and Hoskins (1988) showed the impOItance of including 

the advection by the divergent wind in the Rossby wave source term of the vorticity 

equation. This term can lead to an effective source in the subtropical westerlies for an 

initial divergence field situated in an area of tropical easterlies. In particular, Wang et a1. 

(2006) suggested that a southerly flow may 1rans:fer a Rossby wave source northward. 

Thus, a forcing embedded in the deep tropical easterlies may excite a Rossby wave 

response in the extratropical westerlies 

On the other hand, the work of Simmons et al. (1983), Frederiksen (1983), Schubert 

(1985) and others has emphasized barotropica11y and baroclinica11y unstable background 

flows as the potentially dominant energy source for middle latitude low-frequency 

variability. The relative insensitivity of the response at middle latitudes to the 

longitndinal position of the tropical forcing found by Simmons et a1. (1983) suggests an 

indirect influence of the tropical as a source of middle latitude variability. The 

exltattopica1 response is regarded as the leading nOIIlla1 mode of the atmosphere, which 

can efficiently derive energy from the time-mean basic flow. Many theoretical studies 

employ simple linearized models and eigenana1ysis, and show that some leading normal 

modes resemble the observed low-frequency pattems. Since only the perturbations with 

the same structures as the unstable modes will be amplified, this theory also explains the 

geographic dependence of some famous teleconnection patterns. 

The role of the high-frequency eddy fluxes is emphasized in the third theory. Low

frequency variations can alter the storm track and change the distribution of high-
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ftequency eddy fluxes. The reorganized eddy fluxes also may provide feedback to the 

low-frequency patterns, and form a positive interaction with certam patterns (Branstator 

1992). In this way, the pn:feneJ low-frequency patterns are not only amplified 

remarkably (Kok and Opsteegh 1985, Held et at 1989, Lau 1988), but also are fixed 

geographically, and are insensitive to the distnbution of tropical forcing (Hoeding and 

Ting 1994). Some studies also suggest that the eddy feedback is impoIlll11t in determining 

the atmospheric response to exbatropical SST forcing (peng and Whitaker 1999, 

Watanabe and Kimoto 2000), and con1nbutes to the barotropic structure of the 

exbatropical response. Transient~y feedback may be understood as follows (Lau and 

Nath 1991; Lin and Derome 1995; Peng and Whitaker 1999; Peng et at. 2003): a ttopical 

heating anomaly initially induces a thenna11y forced quasi-stationary disturbance that 

propagates into the extratropics. This anomalous flow acts on the storm track, modulating 

the organization of synoptic eddies and inducing anomalies in the transient~y forcing 

of the time-averaged flow. The anomalous transient eddy modifies the initial heating 

induced response, and the resulting changes in the quasi-stationary flow :further influence 

the eddies. Through this interaction, the tnmsient~y-induced component of the quasi

stationary anomaly tends to be amplified while the component directly induced by 

anomalous heating may be damped. 

Variations in the subtropical jet associated with the influence from the tropics represent 

the fourth mechanism by which tropical heating has the potential to indirectly introduce 

significant variability in middle latitudes. A link between variations in the subtropical jet 

and tropical convection was established by Paegle and Mo (1988). They found that 

observed subtropical wind accelemtions appear to be the result of tropical heat release 
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which influences the divergent circulation and in tum accelerates the jet. The potential 

mechanisms by which variations in the subtropical jet might influence middle latitude 

variability have been examined by a number of authOIS. Nigam and Lindzen (1989) found 

that statioruuy waves are very sensitive to small north/south shifts in subtropical jet over 

the Himalayas such that an equatorward shift of the jet suppresses equatmwatd and 

upward propagation of statioruuy waves but allows increased poleward propagation. 

Forcing of the exl1attopical atrilosphere by anomalous latent heat release, especially in 

the tropics, may generate potentially predictable variability on time scaIes-intraseasonal 

to seasonal-that cannot arise from internal attnospheric processes alone. Thus it is of 

both practical and scientific interest to understand, in some detail, how the extratropical 

attnosphere responds to such forcing. 

l.l Questions about the ISM·mldlatitude Interaction 

Most of the studies of tropical-exl1attopical interaction in the last few decades have 

focused on the northern winter season, probably hec!!use the intensity of attnospheric 

circulation is much stronger in winter and the anomalous convective system over the 

tropics, such as El Nino or MIO, are more prominent during winter season. The Indian 

summer monsoon (ISM) is a dominant feature of the NH summer circulation. However, 

some aspects, both observational and theoretical, of the tropical-exl1attopical interaction 

associated with the ISM remain unclear. The goal of this work is to provide a 

comprehensive study on observations and the dynamics of the ISM-midlatitude 

interaction on difTexent time scales by addressing the following questions. 
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1.2.1 Dillgnostic aspects 

The first part of this study will focus on the analysis of observational data in order to 

obtain a complete view of the teleconnection associated with the ISM on interannual time 

scales. The questions are: What are the dominant summer teleconnection patterns 

associated with the ISM on inteIannual time scales? What are their climate impacts? Do 

they show some frequency dependence? How does this pattern change with the seasonal 

matCh of the basic flow, and what is the reason for these change? In the present study, 

one-point correlation, composite, EOF and SVD analysis will be adopted to reveal the 

coupling between the ISM and ex:b:atJ:opics and the impacts of the teleconnection patterns. 

It is interesting to determine whether the teleconnection patterns have any decadal and 

long term change and how they are associated with the extmtropical atmospheric decada! 

variations. 

During the northern Slllliluer, the teleconnection patterns are weaker than their winter 

COanteIpart, and the local teleconnection patterns appear to be independent. The previous 

studies about teleconnection mainly focused on the teleconnection patteIn confined to the 

Eurasian or the Asia-Pacific-North America sectors. A question arises is whether or not 

these regional teleconnections are linked The first and second parts of this study aim also 

at addressing this question. 

The ISM and the exllatIopical circulation have remarkable inttaseasona1 variations. 

Previous findings led us to speculate that there exists the possible mutual interplay 

between the mid-latitude systems and the Indian monsoon. The third and last parts of 

present study are devoted to a comprehensive examination of the boreal summer tropical

extratropical interaction associated with the ISM on the inttaseasonal timescale. 
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1.2.2 Dynamics of summertime te1eco1J1leCtion 

How do the tropica1lsubtropical forcing (distIibution and amplitude) and the basic flow 

affect the summertime NH teleconnection patterns? The time-mean basic flow and the 

tropica1lsubtropical forcing are two major factors controlling the development, 

maintenance and structure (both spatial and temporal) of teleconnection pattelns. 

Therefore, some questions arise natwa11y. What regions of forcing exert strong effec1l:i on 

the extratropical circulation? What teleconnection patterns do they excite? Are those 

pattelns sensitive to the distribution of the anomalous forcing? Through answering these 

questions by using model simulation, we will find how sensitive the teleconnection 

patterns are to the internal and external forcing and which is more impcntant for the 

generation and maintenance of the patterns. The long-range forecast of NH exbatlopics 

in swnmer season may benefit from the understanding of these important issues. 

To investigate the relative contribution of the external effect of tropical forcing and the 

intemal effect of the exbatropical atJ:nosphere, some interesting questions arise: What is 

the lesponse of the summer atJ:nosphenl to a given forcing, especially over the ISM 

domain? How sensitive is the extratropical response to the position, amplitude and 

structure of the external forcing? Are there any prefened or op1imal forcing regions for 

the simulation of the midlatitude anomalies? The role of the basic flow instability will 

also be investigated in second part. How unstable is the summer mean basic flow? Do the 

leading normal modes of NH atJ:nosphenl bear any resemblance to observed 

teleconnection associated with the ISM? 
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1.2.3 Objective and tasks 

The purpose of this study is to address the above-mentioned questions. First, the 

properties of the summertime teleconnection patteIDli and their association with the ISM 

on intraseasona1 and interannual time scale will be examined. Based on the diagnostic 

study, a hypothesis will be proposed. Then simple model and GCM simulation will be 

employed to test the hypothesis and answer the proposed questions. The data, methods 

and models are descn'bed in each chapter. 
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Chapter 2 

Cirewnglobal Teleconneetion in the Northern Hemisphere Summer 

2. 1 Introduction 

The word 'teleconnection' commonly bas been used to descnDe relationships in the 

low-frequency variability of the tropical and exba1Iopical a1:inospheric circulations, 

precipitation, and temperatures, especially those related to the mature phases of El Niilo

Southern Oscillation (ENSO) during boreal winter (frenberth et aI. 1998). Using 

orthogonally ro1ated principal component analysis and the teleconnectivity method, a 

nwnber of prominent teleconnection patterns have been identified in the Northem 

Hemisphere (NH) extratropics throughout the year (e.g., Wallace and Gu1z1er 1981; Mo 

and Livezey 1986; Barnston and Livezey 1987 among others). Some of these 

teleconnection patterns show a regional scale with a wave-like structure. 

The Asian swnmer monsoon is a dominant feature of the NH swnmer circulation. 

Teleconnection pattems associated with the Asian S'UIl1IlWf monsoon have received 

increasing attention in recent decades. A significant positive correlation in swnmer 

rainfall between India and northem China bas been noted on the interannual timescales 

(Liang 1988; Guo and Wang 1988; Kripa1ani and Singh 1993; Kripa1ani and Knllcami 

1997, 2001; Zhang 1999). In these two regions, floods and droughts often concur in 

tandem. In addition, swnmer rainfall variations over southem Japan are fmmd to 

negatively correlate with the Indian rainfall variations, in particular during the early 

swnmer (Kripalani and Kulkarni 2001; Krishnan and Sugi 2001). Sevem1 studies have 

shown that in the strong Indian S'UIl1IlWf monsoon (ISM) years there are two equivalent 

barotropic anticyclonic anomalies occurring over the middle latitude of the Eurasian 
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continent One is located to the west of Tibetan Plateau and the other is over northeast 

Asia (Wang et aI. 2001; Krishnan and Sugi 2001; Wu and Wang 2002). They speculated 

that the upslIeam anticyclonic anomaly results from sensible heat flux associated with the 

prominent surface tempelature anomalies over the Tibetan Plateau, while the downstream 

anticyclone over northeast Asia accounts for the increased minfa11 in northern China and 

decreased m.infa11 in southern Japan. The linkage between the ISM and East Asian 

smnmer monsoon (EASM) minfa11 anomalies is established through large-scale 

circulation anomalies over the midlatitude Asia. 

It also is noted that this teleconnection over Eurasia connecting the ISM and EASM is 

a portion of a global scale wavetrain linking Asia and North America (Wang et aI. 2001). 

In a study of the principal modes of interannual variations over the US S\UIiIIWl rainfall, 

Lau and Weng (2002) found that the first two empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) are 

both linked to a wavetmin pattern starting from East Asia. They named one of the 

teleconnection as "Tokyo-Chicago express" (Lau et aI. 2004a). 

During May, a 1arge-amplitude stationary Rossby wavetrain induced by the heat 

sources in the Bay of Bengal was noted by Joseph and Srinivasan (1999). In July, a 

teleconnection pattern, which emanaf:es from North Africa to East Asia along the 

midlatitude westerly jet, was described by Lu et aI (2002). They suggested this route 

further links to the subtropical heating anomalies over the Atlantic. In August, Enomoto 

et al. (2003) proposed that the Bonin IDgh (an equivalent-barotropic, warm-core 

anticyclone south of Japan) forms due to propagation of stationary Rossby wave energy 

along the East Asian jet They named this pattem as the "silk road" teleconnection. 
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During northern summer, the teleconnection patterns are weaker than their winter 

counteIpaits, and the local teleconnection patteJns appear to be disconnected. The 

afoIementioned teleconnection studies mainly focus on the teleconnection pattern 

confined to the ElIIIISian or the Asia-Paci:fic-North America sectors. A question arises as 

to whether these regional teleconnections are linked to each other or independent from 

each other. This study aims at addressing this question. We will show evidence that a 

circumglobal teleconnection (CGT) exists during the NH summer on the inteIannual 

variability. The ISM-EASM teleconnection, the "silk road" and "Tokyo-Chicago 

express" axe regional manifestations of the CGT pattern that is recurrent in the NH 

summer. 

Another motivation of this study is to investigate the relationship between the 

summextime westerly jetsbeam and the NH summer CGT. Hoskins and Ambrizzi (1993) 

pointed out that the structure of the basic flow might put a strong c:onstramt on the 

Rossby wave path. The laxge vOIticity gmdients associated the jets beam can form a 

waveguide with limited meridional dimension, confining wave activity in a zonal band 

and transporting it downstream to a long distance before being dispersed. In a recent 

study, Branstator (2002) documented a NH winter ciIcumg10bal teleconnection patteJn 

bapped in the jetsbeam waveguide. Evidence also indicates that the variability of the East 

Asianjetsbeam is associated with the Asian-Paci:fic-American winter climate (Yang et al. 

2002). 

The possible impacts of this CGT on the inteIannual variability of pIecipilation and 

surface tempexature and their possible feedback on the CGT are another focus of the 

present investigation. To undeIstand the cause of the CGT, we will investigate its 
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relationship with the surfilCe boundary conditions and other major modes of climate 

variability in the Nil. Specific questions addressed include: (1) How does the COT vary 

from June to September? (2) How does the COT affect the rainfall distnbution over 

different continental regions of the NH? (3) How is the CGT associated with global sea 

surfiICe and land surfiICe tempmature anomalies? (4) Are there any connections between 

this CGT pattern and other major modes of climate variability such as the HI Nifio

Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the Arctic Oscillation (AO), and the Western North Pacific 

slimmer monsoon (WNPSM) variability? Adequately addressing these questions may 

provide valuable insights into the establishment and maintenance of the COT. Based on 

our analysis, a hypothesis about the mechanism of the COT is proposed. 

2.2 Data and method 

The main dataset used here is the National Center for Environmental Prediction! 

National Center for Atmospheric research (NCEPINCAR) reanalysis data from 1948 to 

2003 (Kalnay et al. 1996). The monthly global SST for the period 1948-2003 is taken 

from NOAA extended reconstructed SST (ERSST) provided by the NOAA-CIRES 

Climate Diagnostics Center. 

Three datasets of station observations are used for our analyses: 1) a long 

homogeneous all Indian summer (June-September) rainfall index for the period 1948-

1998 and the monthly rainfall for the same period in 29 subdivisions of India 

(Parthasarathy et al. 1994); 2) the monthly precipitation dataset of 160 weather stations in 

China from January 1951 to December 1999 compiled by the Chinese Meteorological 

Administration; and 3) the precipilation!surfiICe air ten:tp<llllture dataset with land-only 

coverage from 1950 to 1999 assembled by the University ofDeIaware from the Global 
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ffistorical C1imate Network (OReN) and more extensively, from the archive of Legates 

& Willmott (1990 a and b). 

To focus on year-to-year variations, throughout the paper, the interalilUW component 

of the data is used. The long-term trend and the decadal variations with period longer 

than 8 yeatS are removed using Fourier harmonic analysis of the monthly or seasonal 

mean anomalies. 

A simple composite technique is used to derive teleconnection patterns with reference 

to a well-defined index. The composite method provides information about both the 

spatial distribution and the quantitative estimation of the amplitudes of anomalies. In all 

cases studied here, we find that the two sets of composites with respect to the selected 

extternely positive and negative circwnglobal teleconnection index scenarios are nearly a 

mirror image of each other. TherefUIe, it suffices to examine the circulation anomaly 

difference between positive and negative composite :for each summer month. The 

composite positive-minus-negative con will be simply inteIpleted as positive con 

anomalies. 

The composite algorithm is as follows. An atmospheric variable is fust averaged over 

those periods when the con falls below minus 0.8 standard deviations. This average is 

then subtracted from the average over those periods when the con exceeds 0.8 standard 

deviations. A Student's t-test was used to assess the statistical significance of the 

differences between positive and negative composites (Wl1ks 1995). 

1.3. Cireumglobal teleconneetioD (CGT) pattern 

Figure 2.1a shows the standard deviation of summer (June-September) mean 2OG-bPa 

heights. The most prominent center of variability is lOOlted over the northeast Atlantic 
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and West Europe in the exit region of the North Atlantic jets. Other successive centers of 

maximum variability are observed over the west-centra1 Asia (37.5"N, 65"E), East Asia to 

the Gulf of Alaska, and the northern North America. Of note is that these variability 

centers are closely associated with the major summertime jet streams or located in the 

downstreamjet exit region. 

The region that exhibits large variability to the northwest of India COl1esponds to the 

upsbeam anomalous circulation center of the ISM-EASM teleconnection (Wang et aI. 

2001). In view of the important role of the Asian summer monsoon in driving the NH 

summer circulation and to assess the association between this Asian summer monsoon 

action center and the global atmosphere, we constructed a one-point correlation map of 

200-hPa geopotential height anomalies with Iefelence to the geopotential height over 

west-central Asia (35-4O"N, 6O-70"E), i.e., in Uzbekistan and east Turkmenistan. 

The most striking feature shown by the one point correlation map (Fig. 2.1 b) is that the 

pressure vaIiations over northeast Atlantic-West Europe, northeast Asia, North Pacific, 

and North America all are nearly in-phase with the variations over west-centra1 Asia as 

shown by the significant positive correlations. In contmst, the pressure fluctuation over 

EUIOpean Russia upsbeam of the reference area exhibits a significant negative correlation. 

The spatial dis1nbution of the correlations in Fig. 2.1b is quite similar to the ISM-EASM 

teleconnection shown by the composite map in Fig. 8 of Wang et at (2001), suggesting 

that the ISM-EASM teleconnection is one portion of the global teleconnection consisting 

of a successive pressure trough and ridge cin:1ing all longitudes from Eurasia to North 

America and the North Atlantic. When the refetence point is moved to the 

aforementioned positive correlation center, in each case, the correlation map yields the 
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similar global wavetrain pattern as shown in Fig. 2.1b with five anomalous high pressure 

(ridge) centers being 'fixed' in the same locations (figures not shown). 

The quasi-zonal alignment of the anomalous high pressure (or ridge) centers are 

primarily confined to 3S-4S"N. The CGT pattem has approximately a zonal wavenumber

S structure. Hereafter, the term "circumglobal teleconnection (CGT)" bonowed ftom 

Branstator (2002) is used to descn"be this global zonal wave-S teleconnection pattern with 

six prominent "cente:ts of action" over West Europe, Ewopean Russia, west-centra1 Asia, 

East Asia, North Pacific, and North America as represented by "+" and "-" in the 

schematic diagram Fig. 2.1c. 

For convenience of discussion, a CGT index (CGTI) is defined using the intetamulal 

variability of the 200-hPa geopotential height averaged over the refenmce area to the 

northwest of India (west-centra1 Asia) (3S-40"N, 6O-70"E). These indices are made of 

either monthly or seasonal mean anomalies; both are normalized by their corresponding 

standard deviation. Thus, the sign of CGT is positive during months when a ridge sits 

over west-centra1 Asia. 

Figure 2.2 is presented to show sensitivity of the CGT pattern to choice of the location 

where the CGTI is defined. Because of the broad region of high correlation with the 

CGTI in the vicinity of the base point (Fig. 2.2a), two extra one-point correlations were 

recalculated with xefeJence area located at westexnmost (37.S"N, 4S"E in Fig. 2.2b) and 

easternmost (37.S"N, BO"E in Fig. 2.20) boundaxy of the area circled by the contour of 

correlation coefficient O.B. The similarity of the geogxaphica1 distrIbutions of the 

wavetrain patterns in the three correlation maps lends confidence in the robustness of the 

CGT, suggesting that the CGT is insensitive to the change of the index location in the 
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region ranging from 4S"E to 80"E. However, beyond this region, the ciroumglobal 

features of correlation map fade away and are replaced by ill-organized, sporadic 

maximum correlation centers (figures not shown). This indicates that the variability of 

summertime midlatitude flow tends to be composed of a zonaI wave-S feature with 

favored longitudes for each variability center. 

2.4. Interpretation of the CGT 

In order to determine whether the COT is the primaty mode of inteIann.w variability 

of the NH troposphere, an BOF analysis of the tempoml covariance matrix is performed 

using the seasonaI (nAS) mean 200-hPa geopotentia1 height field. BOFs were computed 

over entire NH with the data weighted by the square root of cosine of latitude to ensure 

that an equaI area has the same contnbution to the total variance. The significance and 

uniqueness ofBOFs tested by the Monte Carlo procedure (Prclsendorfer 1988) and a rule 

of thumb derived by North et al. (1982) are illustmted in Fig. 2.3. The first two dominant 

modes, accounting for 21% and 14% of the total variance, respectively, are well 

separated from the other modes and much greater than the Monte Carlo 99"A. criterion. 

However, the other modes have significantly overlapping error bats. We will therefore 

concentrate our attention on these two leading BOFs, whose spatial structure is given in 

Fig. 2.4. The corresponding precipitation and SST clistnbution are also obtained by 

correlating the time series of each principal component (PC) with the seasonaI 

precipitation anomalies over land and seasonal SST anomalies between 70"N and 300S. 

The first BOF mode features a zonaIly oriented band of positive height anomaly near 

so"N extending from East Asia across the entire North Pacific. The negative height 

anomaly belt covering whole tropical area is obvious to the south of 20"N. The SST 
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associated with this EOF mode (Fig. 2.4c) exhibits a strong cold anomaly tendency over 

entire equatorial region with maximum negative value over the Indian Ocean basin. The 

only exception is a narrow half-circle band straddling the West Pacific where the weaker 

positive value dominates. 

The second EOF mode, accounting for 14% of the variance, bears strong resemblance 

to the COT in its spatial structure and locations of the five positive centers. The pattern 

correlation coefficients measming spatial correlation between the two fields (Fig. 2.2a 

and Fig. 2.4b) is 0.74 with sample size up to total number of grids (144X'73). The PC time 

series of the second EOF bas a correlation coefficient of 0.6 with the CGTI. In view of 

these strong correlations with the CGT, we suggest that the CGT represents the second 

leading mode of the low frequency variability of the NH atmosphere during SII!I!!I!er, 

Compared to the absence of significant correIa1ion associated with EOF1, the 

correlation coefficient between the time series of EOF2 and rainfiI.II anomalies over 

northwest India reaches 0.6, and that in the northern China is 0.5. In addition, a 

significant negative correlation is found over West Europe, central Asia and North 

America. The correlation between the COTI and precipitation/SST anomaly reveal a 

similar pattern as shown in Fig. 2.4d. Although the COT is not the primary mode of 

interannual variability of the NH atmosphere, it may provide useful information about the 

climate variability and predictability on the global scale. 

The negative correlation between anomalous SST and time series of EOF2 in the 

eastern equatorial Pacific (Fig. 2.4d), accompanied by the well-known surrounding 

"horseshoe" pattern with positive correlation on the north, west and south, conesponds to 

a La Nifia event The coupling between the elongated warm SST zone and the 
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anticyclone vortex aloft also is found over the west-northern Pacific. The coexistence of 

the EOF2 mode and La Nifta event indicates the possible contribution of ENSO in 

modulating the CGT. This aspect will be reexamined 1ater in the discussion of the ENSO

CGT relationship (section 2.00). 

2.5. Subiessonal variation of the CGT 

To better understand the structure and dynamical processes responsible for the CGT, 

teleconnection patterns in each swmner month (June through September) are examined to 

help identify subseasonal variations of the CGT. Using the CGTI for an individual month, 

the year-to-year monthly data may be grouped into two categoxies: the yeatS with strong 

positive anomalies to the northwest of India and the yeatS with a strong negative anomaly. 

To deduce the dominant patterns of multi-level circulation change over the NH related to 

the fluctuation of the CGTI, ridge-Minus-trough composite maps of the upper, mid-, and 

the low-level geopotentiaI heights are calculated. 

Figures 2.5, 2.6 show the composite maps at 2 levels (200-hPa, 700-hPa) for June, July, 

August and September, respectively. The 500-hPa (figure not shown) and 200-hPa (Fig. 

2.5) have very similar patterns but the amplitudes increase with height. 0vera11, from 

June to September, the global scale wavetrain of alternating low and high geopotentia1 

anomalies with considerable intensity extends from Eurasia to North America along 30-

50"N. The main positive centers of the wavetrain in June, August, and September tend to 

be fixed at several regions such as west-central Asia, East Asia, North Pacific, and central 

US, but the positive center over the Atlantic and West Europe seem to be more variable 

in location and intensity. The negative anomalies are found in between these five high 

centeIs. 
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Note that the COT patterns are best defined in August when the strongest linkage 

between the Atlantic and central Asia exist. The September patteIn is similar to the 

August one except the intensities at their ccmesponding centers. The June pattern also 

resembles closely the August paUe! II except for the height anomalies over the Atlantic. 

The July pattern, however, bears close resemblance with the August pattern only from 

North Africa and across Eurasia. From North Pacific to the North Atlantic, the July 

pattern features shorter wavelengths, so that circulation anomalies reversed phases 

compared to the other three months. 

The lower level composites (Fig. 2.6) shows that nearly all teleconnection cells have a 

barotropic structure, except the upper-level anomalous ridge to the northwest of India 

which has a tilted baroclinic structure with a lower level enhanced cyclonic anomaly over 

the Arabian Peninsula and adjacent sea. It is conceivable that the equivalent barotropic 

circulation anomalies along the COT pattern have significant influence on the local 

climate system and the corresponding precipitation and temperature fields in each month. 

:U. ClImate anomalies associated with the CGT 

2.6.1 Rai1ifall anomalies 

The composite precipitation anomalies associated with the exbeme values of the COTI 

indicate that during the high index phase of COTI, several regions show significant 

plecipitation anomalies. In each of these regions, the precipitation anomalies associated 

with the high COTI index exhIbit an opposite signs with those derived for the low index 

phase. Thus, to a first approximation. the pIecipitation anomalies in these regions are 

linearly related to the phase of the COTI. Thus, the ridge-minus-ttough composite of the 

COTI will IepIesent the strong COTI case. 
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Based on land-covered global precipitation compiled by Legates & Willmott 

(Delaware precipitation data), the ridge-minus-trough composite maps with lespect to the 

COT! for each month are presented in Fig. 2.7. To test the reliability of the Delaware data, 

we also present the composite precipitation anomalies obtained from Chinese and Indian 

station rainfiJ.ll measurements by using the same procedure. The consistency between the 

global and the local station data suggests the high quality and reliability of the Delaware 

global pIeci.pi.1ation dataset 

A common feature from June to September is the enhanced pIecipilation in the ISM 

over northwest India and Pakistan when there is a strong upper-level positive height 

anomaly over the west-central Asia. Based on the baroclinic structure of the local 

circulation anomaly associated with the precipitation anomaly (section 2.5), the important 

effect of monsoon heating in genemting this Gill-type Rossby-wave pattern on nOIthwest 

was inferred (Gill 1980; Rodwell and Hoskins 1996; Joseph and Srinivasan 1999; Wang 

et aI. 2001; Enomoto et at. 2003). It is posSIble that the teleconnection pattem is in part 

the response of the midlatitude westerlies to the ISM heat source. 

As seen in Fig. 2.7, significant plecipilation anomalies also are found over midlatitude 

Eurasia and North America. They are well associated with the strong action centers of 

circulation counteIpa1t shown by the contours in the global map. 

Deficient precipitation regions occur over centra1-western Europe in each summer 

month, but the negative anomaly centers shift their locations and change their intensities 

from month to month. There also is a positive pIecipilation anomaly region that occurs in 

Eastern Europe to the north and west of Caspian Sea during June, August and September 

with the 1aTgest spatial covmage and maximum intensity occurring in September. 
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Over North America, the patterns are more variable from month to month, but a 

northwest-southeast oriented dipole appears to be a recurrent pattern, especially in July, 

August and September. The Great Plains are affected the most by this dipole pattern. The 

polarity of the precipitation anomalies in July tend to be out of phase with other months, 

in accord with the cbanges in the teleconnection phase in the corresponding atmospheric 

circulation anomalies between July and other three months. 

Because the anticyclonic vortex of the CGT over East Asia progresses northward from 

June to August and withdraws in September, the East Asia rainfall anomalies ex1n"bit 

somewhat complex S1ructures. There is, however, a general tendency that increased 

rainfall occurs over northern China along the Yellow River Valley, particularly in June 

and August. In July and August when the major precipitation band is located over 

northern China (Ding 1992), the region of Yangtze River valley experiences deficient 

monsoon rainfilll In August and September, the rainfall in the southeast coast of China is 

evidently enbanced. 

From the foregoing analysis, it is seen that a connection among cbanges of 

precipitation over West Europe, EUJopean Russia, South Asia, East Asia and North 

America is established in association with the atmospheric CGT anomalies. In general, 

when northwest India and Pakistan experience floods, there is a drought tendency over 

centtal-western or north Europe and a wet tendency in Eastern Europe (an European 

dipole). Meanwhile, over East Asia a north-south dipole pattern tends to occur with 

enhanced precipitation in northern China and reduced precipitation in the Yangtze River 

Valley. Over North America, a north-south oriented seesaw anomaly pattern occurs In 

June and a northwest-southeast dipole in July, August and September. The locations and 
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signs of the polarity centers, however, vaty. The simultaneous change of pxecipitation 

over East Asia and North America during summer season agrees with the finding of Lau 

and Weng (2002). The primary mode of East Asia - Midwest US teleconnection and 

associated minfaIl anomalies (Fig. 2.6 in Lau and Weng 2002) resembles the negative 

phase of the CGT over Pacific sector during July (Fig. 2.5b and 2.7b), while the 

secondary mode is similar to the CGT structures occuning in other months. This 

resemblance suggests that the well-documented teleconnection between East Asia and 

Midwest US is a part of the CGT over the NH. 

As previously indicated, the build-up and maintenance of the equivalent barotropic 

anomalous vortex of teleconnection is the key process linking the precipitation change 

over different locations of the NH on the interannusl timescale. Here an attempt is made 

to examine the detailed process. To see a significant example, attention was paid to the 

moisture tmnsport over East Asian monsoon region during August, on account of the 

strong rainfall anomalies over northern China. 

Figure 2.8 shows the positive-Minus-negative CGn composite field of the moisture 

tmnsport integrated from the surface to 3OO-bPa in August. The contour indicates the 

divergence of the anomalous water vapor flux. A clockwise moisture flux vortex 

dominates over northeast Asia. On the south side of the cell, a strong easterly moisture 

flow over the lower reach of Yangtze River Valley splits into two slieams near (30"N, 

110"E). The northern component turns southeasterly to converge over northeast China. 

The southern component turns southeastward to provide sufficient moisture to the 

southeast coast of China. Previously, it was argued by Zhang (1999) that the increased 

moisture over northern China mainly came from the excessive moisture from the Bay of 
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Bengal, and this type of in-phase variation induces the linkage of the rainfiill over the two 

areas. However, this is not the case in August. In August the origin of the anomalous 

moisture in northern China primarily comes from the western Pacific.·In SI"""IlU)', when 

the anomalous high is established over northeast Asia, it blocks the eastward-moving 

upstream troughs, which are most favomble for the occurrence of heavy rainfalls, 

inducing excessive rainfall to the west of the anomalous high. Meanwhile, a southeasterly 

alrfIow at its southern flank transports extra moisture into the middle range of the Yellow 

River Valley. If there were a typhoon to the south of the anomalous high, the easterly 

alrfIow would be further intensified and maintained longer (Ding 1994). 

Similarly, over other areas, the equivalent barotropic circulation anomalies of the CGT 

also are responsible for excessive or deficit rainfall along its path through moisture 

advection and induced-vertical motion. However, the reason for the covariability of the 

ISM and baroclinic circulation anomalies to the northwest of India is uncertain. but it 

may be related to an interaction between the ISM and midlatitude westerly flow. 

2.6.2 Surface air temperature anomalies distribution 

In the same format as Fig. 2.7, the tempezature composite maps with somewhat more 

noticeable anomalies are shown in Fig. 2.9. The major structure of the CGT also is 

superimposed to show great coherence between the anomalous high Qow) pressure and 

surface warming (cooling) along the track of CGT. For example, conesponding to the 

anomalous anticyclonic circulation from west-centTal Asia to North America, above

normal tempezature is found over the Pamir plateau in each month, but also over 

Northeast Asia from June to August and North America in June, August and September. 

A reverse of temperature anomalies in July occurs over the central United States. Beamse 
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of the existence of the pressure anomaly with barotropic structure, the short wave 

radiation fluctuation associated with increased or decreased rain:fa1I or cloud coverage 

may play a centtal role in generating the surface temperature change. 

2.6.3 CGTts independentofENSO 

While the EOF analysis bas demonstrated the significant correlations (-0.6) between 

the seasonal mean SST anomaly and time series of the EOF2 mode over eastern 

equatorial Pacific, in July and September, the concummce of the CGT and La Nifla event 

is nonexistent in composite map (Fig. 2.9b, 2.9d.) at the 95% confidence level, and even 

at lower s1atistica1 criteria (9O"Ao) for the 2-sample Hest On the contrary, the La N"1fia 

signal is evident with moderate magnitude in June and August Given the persistence of 

the eastern Pacific SSTA from month to month, if the CGT is excited by ENSO-related 

SST variation, one should not expect the discontinuity of the relationship between the 

CGT and ENSO anomalies. Thetefole, it is infened that the ENSO is unlikely a primaty 

cause of the CGT. 

To back-up this point we furtheI compute partial correlation in this subsection. For the 

52-yr period, the correlation coefficient between the seasonal (JJAS) mean CGTI and All 

Indian Rainmll Index (AIRI) is 0.69; the correlation coefficient between AIRI VeISUS 

Niflo-3 SST is -0.52, and the correlation coefficient between CGTI and Niflo-3 SST is -

0.43. While the latter is s1atistically significant, becmlsc the bigh correlation between the 

AIRI and N"rllo-3 in~ it is plaustble that ENSO may be correlated with the CGTI 

through its relation with the ISM. To test this idea, a partial correlation between the CGTI 

and N"rllo-3 SST index is computed by removing the CGTI-AIRI correlation. The partial 

correlation between CGTI and Niflo-3 SST reduces to -0.12. It suggests that the 
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simultaneous relationship between the CGTI and ENSO activities results largely from the 

comlation between the ISM and the COTI. On the other hand, using monthly and 

seasonal data, the time-lag comlation with NIflo-3 SST anomaly leading CGTI by 

various lags (up to 9 month) did not reveal any significant lag relationship between the 

two indices. 

Simply from the calculation of partial comlation, we would expect that the ISM is 

more crucial than ENSO in controlling the COT. The one-point comlation map between 

the seasonal CGTI and 200-bPa circulation anomalies for non-ENSO year and non-ISM 

year as shown in Fig. 2.10 confirms this conjecture. An ENSO year is defined as the 

developing phase of ENSO event based on Nifto-3 SST anomalies. A to1al of 24 ENSO 

years (12 El Nifio and 12 La NIfla episodes, listed in table 1) were identified. In non

ENSO cases, these ENSO years were removed from the 56-year time series in calculating 

the one-point comlation. With the same apptoach, 24 ISM years (12 strong ISM and 12 

weak ISM years, listed in table 1) cbatacterized by AIRI are eliminated in non-ISM case. 

As shown in figure 2.10a, the structure of the COT remain intact as ENSO is excluded, 

suggesting that the COT exists independent of ENSO and the induced precipitation 

anomalies are significant over Eurasia and North America. However, in the absence of 

the ISM (Fig. 2.10b), the COT pattern and associated precipitation anomalies nearly 

completely vanish. 

Alternatively, the EOF-2 of seasonal mean 200-bPa height anomalies in non-ENSO 

year captures the main structure of the CGT and corresponding rainfa1l variability (Fig. 

2.100). The simjlarity of the leading EOFs and equivalent percent variance for each mode 

between the non-ENSO years and the entire period (Fig.2.4) suggests that the moderate 
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magnitude of SST A over eastern equatorial Pacific during the developing phase ofENSO 

event is trivial for the summertime midlatitude circulation fluctuation in the NH. In 

contrast, in non-ISM years, the CGT mode is not the dominant EOFs ofNH a1mosphere. 

The large distinctions in the formation of the COT between non-ENSO and non-ISM year 

indeed prove that the COT is closely related with the ISM instead ofENSO. 

Given the strong linkage between ENSO and the ISM (13 out of 24 ENSO years are 

also the ISM year in table I, and vice versa), it is possible that ENSO exerts an influence 

on the midlatitude rainfall variability through the ISM. This idea may be used to explain 

the coherence between the ENSO developing phase and large summer rainfall anomalies 

in northern China (WU et at. 2003, Feng and Hu, 2004). When comparing the EI Nii!.o/La 

Nifta composite map, (Fig. 2.11a and 2.l1b), the prominent rainfall anomalies show the 

dry (wet) tendency over northern China and India in EI N"rl1o (La N"rlla) episodes. and the 

CGT-like circulation anomalies are nearly mirror images over Eumsia and North Pacific, 

indicating the indirect effect ofENSO conveyed to northern China by the ISM, as well as 

the COT. Because the COT is not sufficiently strong to extend into North America (Fig. 

2.11 c), the precipitation anomaly is negligible over the continent, suggesLing that the 

local climate is not sensitive to the adjacent SSTA over eastern equatorial Pacific. Instead, 

it might be more easily influenced by the remote forcing from the ISM (Fig. 2.1Oa and 

2.l0b). 

2.7. Discussion 

2.7.1 Waveguide effect 

Several key points have emerged from the previous analysis concerning the physical 

mechanism of the CGT involved with the ISM and westerly jets. Hoskins and Ambrizzi 
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(1993) emphasized that strong westerly jets, acting as Rossby waveguides, have a 

tendency to enhance the geographical amplitude of low frequency fluctuations. Ambrizzi 

et al (1995) extended the theoretical work to the boreal summer case, and revealed the 

North African-Asian jet and the North Atlantic jet waveguide. Apparent propagation 

from the exit of one jetstream to the entlance of the other connects these two separate one 

and establishes a waveguide spiraling around the whole 1atitudinal circle around 4O"N. 

To illustrate a combined view (Fig. 2.12), the c1imatological zonal wind (200-bPa) and 

the CGT for each month are displayed together. From June to July, a northward jump of 

the westerly jet from 3S"N to 4O"N takes place abruptly. Closely related with the position 

of climatological westerly jet flow in each month, the Rossby wavetrain is established 

and the wave energy propagates along the waveguide to downstream regions. This is 

revealed by the coincidence between the cell of the teleconnec1ion patteln and the 

jetstream in each month. 

Main anomalous heat somce regions also are identified from the distribution of the 

ISM minfa1l anomaly represented by symbol (filled circle) in Fig. 2.12. The zero lines of 

200-bPa zonal wind are marked by the dotted lines. It is seen that the monsoon heat 

somce anomaly is generally located at the edge of the midlatitude westerlies dlU'ing each 

month, and the tropospheric divergent winds indnced by the strong upwatd motion 

(figures not shown) located in the midlatitude westerlies can generate Rossby wave trains 

(Hoskins and Karoly 1981; Sanfesbtnukh and Hoskins 1988). 

The stationary Rossby wavenumber (K.) of 200-bPa basic flows is calculated using an 

idealjmd theoretical model (Hoskins and Ambrizzi 1993). For June-September, the 

governing total wavenumber K. along the jet shearn vaty from 6 to 8 (Fig. 2.13). 
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According to the width of the waveguide, the meridional wavenumber is emmated to be 

5. Thus, the deduced zonal wavenwnber of the stationary Rossby waves are about 5 along 

the circumglobal waveguide. Evidently, this result is in a good agreement with the 

observed prominent zonal wave number 5 structure of the COT. An exception to this is 

the July's relative weak waveguide over North Pacific and North American sector where 

the estimated total wavenwnber is larger than that observed in other three months. This 

explains the shorter wavelength of the CGT from Japan to Atlantic during July. 

2.7.2 Role o/internal dynamics of the basic state 

So :tar we have considered the ISM as a primmy forcing to the teleconnection. 

However, a wave-like upstleam circulation anomaly, particularly in August and 

September, can be traced back from the west-centmI Asia to West Europe, even to 

Atlantic Ocean, which suggests that the ISM is not the only source for the COT. 

Upstream influences from Europe and the Atlantic Ocean also are possible. Evidence has 

been presented that the potential effect of the midlatitudes on the tropics is considerable 

(Libemann and Hartmann 1984). 

Some previous studies have examined the influence of the mid- and high- latitude 

system. on the break/active phase of ISM on intmseasonal and interannual time scales 

(Ramaswamy 1962; Ramam and Rao 1981; Krishnannrrti et al. 1989; Kripalani et al. 

1997). One of the earliest finding was repoded by Raman and Rao (1981), who found 

that two upper tropospheric blocking ridges are observed over North Caspian Sea 

(55"N,55°E) and eastern Siberia (50"N, loo0E) in the severe drought ISM year. Based on 

the synoptic charts of 'bad' monsoon years, they showed that the evolution of these two 

blocking highs have a close relationship with the break in the monsoon and the 
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midlatitude wave activity moving eastward from West Asia to East Asia. KripaIani et al. 

(1997) emphasized the role of the blocking ridge to the northwest of India as a signal of 

the active monsoon over north and central India. He also showed some evidence for an 

enhanced SOO-hPa easterly flow to the north of India prior to positive rainfall anomalies 

over India and the existence of the stronger westerlies prior to and during negative 

rainfall anomalies. Intetestingly, these results captured both the strong and weak: CGT! 

phase of the CGT, and underlined the impoxtant role of the large-scale midlatitude flow 

in driving the rainfall anomalies over northern India. 

The upstream wavetrain cannot be explained by the ISM forcing, since the Rossby 

wave dispersion associated with the ISM propagates eastward, and thus the wave activity 

originating from the Atlantic and West Europe should be regarded as another :fiJctor 

responsible for generatillg the CGT. 

The circulation pattern shown in Fig. 2.5 appears to suggest that the action center over 

West Europe (SO"N, OOE) is a key area to emit an arching-shaped wavetrain migrating 

from Europe to west-central Asia via Eastern Europe. It is impoxtant to bear in mind 

(based on Fig. 2.1a) that this key area is also located at the exit region of the North 

Atlantic jetsbeam, and the magnitude of the climatological standard deviation in this area 

is the largest in the NH. According to Simmons et al. (1983), during the winter, the 

disturbance in the jet exit region can be readily excited by tropical forcing through 

barotropic energy conversions associated with both the meridional and zonal gradients of 

the basic state wind; the latter being particularly strong in the jet exit region, and this 

center is not very sensitive to the particular location of the heating It is possible that the 

large atmospheric variability in this area is associated with the barotropic instability of 
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Slimmer mean flow. Thus, a single strong variability center downstream the summertime 

North Atlantic westerly jet is possibly maintained in part by the efficient kinetic energy 

extraction from the basic state, and the upstLeam tropical or extratopical forcing along the 

jet can initiate this strong variability. 

2.7.3 Co1J1leCtio1l between the CGT and the AO 

Thompson and Wallace (2000) demonstrated that an "annular" structure mode, which 

is refened to as the Arctic Oscillation (AO) with opposing geopotential height 

fluctuations in the polar cap region and the surrounding zonal ring centeIed near 4S"N, 

was favored in the wintertime NH. A recent study of Ogi et al. (2004) has found that the 

AO also is evident in summer but has a smaller meridional scale than its winter 

COiDlteIpat1. Because both of the CGT and AO exhibit a circumglobal feature over the 

midlatitudes, it is natural to ask "what is the relationship between these two low 

frequency modes", although the CGT does not reveal any significant signal over the polar 

region. 

Ogi et aI. (2004) defined a summer (HAS) AO index using time series of the leading 

mode obtained by applying an EOF analysis to the zonally averaged geopotential height 

field over the meridional-vertical domain. The pummer geopotentbl.l height anomalies at 

2GO-bPa correlated with this index are shown in Fig. 2.14. A typical AO mode with a 

seesaw structure of geopotential height between the polar region and midlatitude is 

apparent Compared to the CGT, the midlatitude ring of AO is closer to the Arctic Circle 

with several strong centers over Berling Sea, North Canada and North Europe, 

respectively. The correlation coefficient between this index and CGTI is 0.18, which is 
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not significant at 90"/0, confidence level, suggesting somewhat independence between the 

CGT and the AO. 

Alternatively, another type AO index defined by Thompson and Wallace (1998, 2000) 

is used to reproduce the simultaneous correlation for monthly data. This index, which is 

more widely accepted by public and available to download from Climate Prediction 

Center, is the principal components of the leading EOF of sea level pressure poleward of 

20"N based on all months starting in 1950. The sole significant correlation (0.35) 

between CGTI and AO index occurs in June, reflecting some degree of linkage between 

the two modes. The monthly AO index and CGTI time series were also cross-correlated 

with a lag up to 1 year and no significant correlation was detected. 

2.7.4 Connection between the CGT and the WNPSM 

Besides attempting to establish whether any connection exists between the COT and 

ENSO or the AO, particular attention is devoted to determining whether the WNPSM has 

an influence on the CGT. Accordingly, the correlations between the monthly/seasonal 

COTI and the corresponding WNPSM index defined by Wang and Fan (1999) are 

computed. The monthly/seasonal correlations yield very weak value and are insignificant 

at 90"/0, confidence level, indicating the decoupling of the WNPSM from the COT. 

The work ofLau (1992) has demonstrated that the teleconnection connecting East Asia 

to North America is associated with the normal mode of the northern summertime 

climatological flow. It seems that the latent heating in the Western Pacific and the Indian 

Ocean regions can exert an influence on the generation of this unstable mode. However, 

in om study, a poor relationship between the WNPSM and the CGT is observed, and the 

significant baroclinic structure associated with the tropical heating is found only near the 
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Indian Peninsular. Therefore, the strong ISM, especially the excessive rainfall over 

northwest India and Pakistan, could act as a trigger to excite the normal mode of the 

basic flow straddling the North Pacific. Furthermore, the exba1J:opica1 ajr-sea interaction 

between the atmospheric circulation and in situ SST is believed to be helpful in 

maintaining this system over North Pacific (Wang et aI. 2001; Lau et at. 2004b). 

2.8. Summary 

By using of 56-year NCEPINCAR reanalysis data, we have documented the Northern 

Hemispheric IJlIIllII!er atmospheric teleconnection on interannual timescale. We identified 

a circumglobal standing oscillation in the planetary waves. The salient results of the 

present study are lJIunmarized below. 

2.8.1 Conclusion 

Based on a newly defined circulation index using the 200-hPa geopotential height 

anomalies averaged over west-central Asia (35-40"N, 6O-70~), a circumglobal 

teleconnection (CGT) with pIefeued wavelength and longitudinal phase-locking is 

documented for each month of summer season (JJAS). The CGT is primarily confined 

within the waveguide associated with the NH summer jetstream. This teleconnection is 

similar to the EOF-2 mode of the interannual variability ofNH summer circulation. Most 

of the action centers of the CGT display a nearly equivalent batobopic structure with 

maximum amplitude at the upper troposphere. The only exception is the center of action 

located to the northwest of India which exhibits a noticeable baroclinic structure, 

suggesting that the diabatic heating effect of the Indian monsoon plecipi1ation provides 

the maintenance of the CGT. The July CGT favors a shorter stationary wave downstream 
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of Japan, and the teleconnection east of Japan seems to reverse its signs when compared 

to the pattern in other months. 

The appearance of the climate anomalies in rainfall and surlBce air temperature over 

West Europe, European Russia, northwest IndiaIPakis1an, East Asia and North America 

reflects the footprints of the CGT and the role of COT in linking regional climate 

variations along its path. The precipitation anomalies associated with the CGT are 

consistent with the rainfall anomaly patterns that are associated with the summertime 

ISM-EASM teleconnection and the East Asia-North America teleconnection reported in 

the previous studies. Thus, these two well-known regional teleconnection patterns may be 

understood as the regional component of the COT. 

Genem11y speaking, a strong ISM tends to be accompanied by suppressed rainfall over 

Europe and above normal rainfall in northern China and European Russia, whereas an 

out-of-phase anomaly pattern with north-south seesaw structure is seen over America 

whose phase varies from month to month. The reversed anomalous rainfall distn"bution 

for a weak ISM also holds, ""cause the atmospheric cireulation patterns associated with 

the strong and weak monsoon largely mirror each other. 

Correlation analyses were pedbnned to investigate the relationships between the COT 

and other climate anomaly patterns, such as ENSO, the AO and the WNPSM. The partial 

correlation and composite analysis suggests that, in the absence of ISM effect, the con 

is not significantly correlated with ENSO, and the COT pattern does not exist. In June, 

about 12% variability of the CGT overlaps the variability of the AO, however, in the 

other months, the covariance between the COT and AO is insignificant Furthermore, the 

relationship between the COT and the WNPSM also is insignificant 
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2.8.2 Hypothem and speculations 

Based on observational evidence, we propose 1hat the maintenance of the CGT relies 

on an interaction between the CGT circulation and the ISM. Figure 2.IS highlights the 

major points of the hypothesis. The organi7J!tion of the CGT in the upper boposphere can 

be viewed as taking place in two scenarios, which will be referred to as scenario I and II. 

For the first scenario, the ISM plays a more active role to affect the midlatitude 

atmosphere. An enhanced ISM initially generates an upper level anomalous high to its 

northwest over west-central Asia, and then excites successive downstream cells along the 

waveguide through Rossby wave dispersion. 

The second scenario is the means by which the barotropic instability of the westerly jet 

dominates, while the ISM plays a more passive role in receiving influences from 

midlatitude atmosphere. In the scenario II, due to the strong barotropic instability at the 

jet exit region in the North Atlantic, an anomalous high can be triggeted over West 

Europe by the upstream disturbances. A Rossby wavetrain stretching from West Europe 

to west-central Asia is favored by the local basic state. Accompanying the wavetrain, 

strong stationary wave energy is transported from high latitude to west-central Asia, 

inducing a secondary anomalous high. The passage of an upper-level anticyclonic 

anomaly to the northwest of India results in enhanced convection over northwest India 

and Pakistan by reinforcing the instability associated with the easterly jet The latter 

mechanism is explained as follows. To the south of the anomalous high over west-central 

Asia, the easterly anomalies aloft at upper boposphere reinforce easterly vettica1 shear 

over North India. This increased shear may act to confine the Rossby wave response to 

the lower level and produce a stronger Elanan-pumping-induced heating (Wang and Xie 
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1996; Xie and Wang 1996) and an enhanced meridional heat flux. Both would increase 

the dynamic instability of the atmosphere and thereby increase monsoon pIecipitation. 

Although the relationship between the two scenarios and the relative contribution from 

each scenario is unknown, given the relative weak intensity of the upstream CGT over 

Europe in June and July, the scenario I seems to be the dominate mechanism of the CGT 

in the early summer. However, in August and September, the scenario I and IT may work 

together to establish the CGT. One possibility suggests that the ISM initially generates 

the downstream part of CGT over Asia, Pacific and North America (scenario I), and the 

disturbance along the Atlantic jet excites an anomalous high over West Europe, which 

will produce the rest part of CGT over Europe and reinforced the ISM (scenario 11). The 

other possibility is that the upstream CGT over Europe firstly trigger the ISM (scenario II) 

and the ISM in tum to strengthen the anomalous high over west-centraI Asia and then 

generates the downstream part of the CGT (scenario 11). 

We propose that a feasible mutual reinforced feedback between the CGT and the ISM 

may provide a fruitful line for further resean:h. First, the concurring change of the 

pIecipitation and surlBce temperature on a global scale can be understood in terms of this 

te1econnection. Second, the midlatitude action center may also have a crucial influence 

on the ISM Although the MIO and high-frequency intraseasonal oscillation originating 

from the equator are very imPOItant rainfall producing mechanisms for the ISM, the 

potential influence of the midlatitude flow on northwest India and Pakistan is suggested. 

Third, same as the WNPSM, the ISM also has a far-reaching impact on East Asia and 

North American cIimate. 
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Table 2.1. m N1fI.o, La NiiUi, strong ISM and weak ISM years for non-ENSO and non

ISM correlation analysis during 1948-2003. The year is both ENSO and ISM year: 

boldfaced. ENSO definitions according to N1fI.o-3 SST; The ISM definitions according to 

AIRI. 

BINIi10 1957,1963,1!J65,1969,I97Z,I976,198Z,1986,1987,1991,1997,lOOZ 

LaMiill 1949,1954,1955,1964,1967,1970,1973,1975,1984,1988,1998,1999 

811'0"11 ISM 1949,1956,1961,1964,1967,1970,1973,1975,1983,1988,1990,1994 

WellkISM 1951,1952,1957,1960,1!J65,I97Z,1974,1979,198Z,I987,I992,ZOOZ 
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Fig. 2.1. (a) Standard deviation of summer (JJAS) 2oo-hPa NH heights (contour) and 

climatological 2oo-hPa jetstream (zonal wind) with the magnitude greater than 15m1s 

(shading) for the period 1948-2003. (b) One-point correlation map between the base point 

(box) and summertime (JJAS) 2oo-hPa geopotential height for 1948-2003. (c) Schematic 

illustrating six main action centers of the circumglobal teleconnection (CGT). 
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Fig. 2.2. One-point correlation maps showing the correlation coefficient between 200-

hPa height at base points (a) 35-400N,60-700E, (b) 37.5°N, 45°E and (c) 37.5°N, 800E, 

and 200-hPa height at NH for 1948-2003. 
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FIg. Z.3. EOFs structure for seasona1 (JJAS) 200-hPa geopotential height anomalies in 

terms of the total variance explained by each EOF for their respective interannual time 

series. Error bars determined by the formula of North et al. (1982). Monte Carlo 9CJ1'AI 

curve based on the method ofPreisendorfer (1988). 
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Fig. 2.4. First two modes of an EOF analysis applied to NCEPINCAR reanalysis seasonal 

(JJAS) geopotential height anomalies at 200-bPa. (a) The first mode explained 21% of 

total variance; (b) the second mode associated with the CGT explained 14% of total 

variance. (c) Correlation coefficient between time series of EOF -I and Delaware 

precipitation data over land and ERSST over ocean. (d) Correlation coefficient between 

time series ofEOF-2 and Delaware precipitation data over land and ERSST over ocean. 
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Fig. 2.5. Composite difference of geopotential height at 200-hPa between positive and 

negative CGTI years for (a) June, (b) July, (c) August, and (d) September, respectively. 

Red shading denotes regions of difference at 95%, 98% and 99% confidence level with 

positive value and blue shading denotes regions of difference at 95%, 98% and 99% 

confidence level with negative value. Contour intervals are 20 m ( .. . ,-40,-20, 0,20,40, ... ). 
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Fig. 2.6. Same as Fig. 2.5 except for 700-bPa. Contour intervals are 10m ( ... ,-30,-20,-10,-

5,5,10,20,30, .. . ). 
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Fig. 2.7. Composite difference of Delaware global precipitation (background map) and 

station precipitation (small map) between positive and negative CGTI years for (a) June, 

(b) July, (c) August, and (d) September. Differences (unit: mmlmonth) above 90% 

statistical significant level are shown by shading in global map. The corresponding CGT 

from Fig. 2.5 is shown as contour. For India and China station data, red shading denotes 

regions of difference at 90%, 95% and 99% confidence level with positive value and blue 

shading denotes regions of difference at 90%, 95% and 99% confidence level with 

negative value. Contour intervals are 30mm1month (00.,·60, ·30, 30, 60,00 .). 
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Fig.2.7b 
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Fig.2.7c 
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Fig.2.7d 
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Fig. 2.S. August composite difference of water vapor transportation (1000-300 hPa) 

between positive and negative CGTI year. The divergence of water vapor transportation 

is plotted in shading. 
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Fig. 2.9. Composite difference of Delaware global surface air temperature (over the land) 

and ERSST (over the ocean) between positive and negative con years for (a) June, (b) 

July, (c) August, and (d) September. Differences above 95% statistical significant level 

are shown by shading. The corresponding COT from Fig. 2.5 is shown as contour. 
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Fig. 2.10. One-point correlation map between the seasonal (JJAS) CGTI and 200-hPa 

geopotential height (contour) and Delaware global precipitation (shading) for (a) non

ENSO year, and (b) non-ISM year. The contour and shading denotes the significant 

correlation above 95% confidence level (±O.35). (c) EOF-2 of seasonal (JJAS) 

geopotential height anomalies at 200-hPa for non-ENSO year. EOF-2 associated with the 

CGT explained 12% of total variance. The significant (above 95% confidence level) 

correlation coefficient between time series of EOF-2 and Delaware precipitation data is 

shown as shading. 
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Fig. 2.11. Composite of seasonal (JJAS) 200-hPa height (contour) and Delaware global 

precipitation (shading; unit: mmlmonth) anomalies for (a) EI Nino, (b) La Nina events, 

during 1948-2003. Definitions of EI Nino and La Nina year are based on table 1. The 

significant (95% level by t-test) difference between EI Nino and La Nina composites is 

shown in (c). 
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Fig. 2.12. Combined picture showing the major 200-bPa circulation anomalies (contour; 

derived from Fig. 2.5) accompanied with climatological 200-bPa zonal wind (shading; 

greater than lSmJs) from June to September. The dotted line indicates the zero zonal 

wind line in 200-bPa. Over India, the composite difference of India rainfall (derived from 

Fig. 2.7) is denoted by a filled circle. 
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Fig. 2.13. Based on climatological 2()(}·hPa zonal flow for the period 1948-2003, 

stationary Rossby wavenumber, defined in Hoskins and Ambrizzi (1 993), for (a) June, (b) 

July, (c) August, and (d) September, respectively. 
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Fig. 2.14. Correlation coefficient of the seasonal mean (JJAS) 200-bPa geopotential 

height anomalies with the summer (JJAS) AO index. The index is obtained following the 

method of Ogi et aI. (2004). 
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Fig. 2.15. Schematic diagram illustrating the entire mechanism of the CGT consisting of 

two scenarios during the positive phase of CGTI. The cloud denotes the strong ISM and 

the circles represent the CGT in upper level. 
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Chapter 3 

Dynamics of Circumglobal Teleconneeton and Model Simulation 

3. 1 Introduction 

In a theoretical study of stationary Rossby wave, Hoskins and Karoly (1981) presented 

ray theory and emphasized the meridional component of dispersing Rossby waves. 

However, Branstator (1983)'9 study and a more impoIUmt worlc: done by Hoskins and 

Ambrizzi (1993), showed that the low frequency atmospheric perturbation will tend to be 

trapped in a certain latitude band where the tropospheric westerly jets reside because of 

the refractive effect of the westerly jet stream. Consequently, strong westerly jets can act 

as Rossby waveguides, which has a tendency to enhance the geographical amplitude of 

low frequency fluctuations. Since the jets act to prevent the low frequency perturbation 

from meridional propagation, the energy of the stationary wave is confined to the core of 

the westerly jet, and is able to propagate farther along the jet before being dispersed. 

Most of the past theoretical studies of teleconnection are confined to the wintertime 

circulation. Dynamically, much of the wintertime teleconnection patterns can be 

explained by two basic mechanisms. (1) tropical forcing through Rossby wave dispersion 

and energy propagation within the waveguide (Hosldns and Karoly 1981; Webster 1981; 

Branstator 1983), and (2) an extratropical normal mode arising from the barottopic 

instability of basic flow (Simmons et aL 1983). The former mechanism can be seen as the 

external dynamical source, and the latter one is regarded as the intemal dynamical source. 

In filet, the tropical heat source is not the only significant con1nbutor to the extratropical 

response; other intemal dynamical sources also make substantial con1n"butions 
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(Branstator 1985; Blackmon et a1. 1987). Most important; both mechanisms strongly 

depend on the s1rength and location of the jet slleam (/.au and Peng. 1992). 

3.2 Models 

A simple linear model and a general circulation model are used to assess the possible 

mechanism and to compare with observation analyses. In order to see how stationary 

waves behave under Slll!ililer mean wind conditions, a barotropic model, a linear 

baroclinic model and ECHAM4 GCM is forced with an anomalous forcing as a proxy of 

the enhanced ISM. As in the studies of Simmons et a1 (1983), to seek a preferred mode or 

recurrent mode in the atmospheric circulation field, the simplest approach is to detect a 

leading structure from an ensemble of linear lesponses of a barollopic model to a suite of 

vorticity forcing distributed tbroughout the tropics and midlatitude. The same procedme 

using a GCM is repeated to test the recurrent mode of the midlatitude under the influence 

of the external forcing. 

3.2.1 Barotropic model 

A steady, barotropic vorticity equation linearized about the 300 hPa climatological 

mean summel (June-September) flow is used to intwptet the atmospheric steady linear 

response to a prescnbed forcing. The model equation can be written as 

J (~, V 2", ') + J ('" " V 2 ~ + f) + a V 2", ' + vV '", ' = S' (1) 

Where 'fI and 'fI' are respectively the basic s1ate and pertmbation s1ream. function, 

J denotes a Jacobian operator, f is the Coriolis parametet and s' refers to the forcing 

associated with the divergent part of the circulation. The model includes a linear damping 

which represents Rayleigh friction and a scale-selective biharmonic diffusion. V is a dmg 

coefficient equal to (10 day)!, and the bihannonic diffusion is detennined such as to 
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damp the smallest scale eddy in 1 clay. We spectrally transform (1) in the horizontal at 

rhomboidal wavenumber 42, and the steady solutions are solved using the matrix 

inversion method ofTing and Held (1990). 

3.2.2 Linear baroclinic model (LBM) 

The LBM used here is based on primitive equations identical to those in the 

CCSRINIES AGCM, and developed by Watanabe and Kimoto (2001). Equations for 

vorticity, divergence, temperature, and the logarithm of surfiu:e pressure on a vertical 

sigma coordinates are linearized about a I.mmmer mean basic state from NCEP 

climatology. The model has a horizontal resolution ofT21 and 20 vertical levels on a 0 

surface, and employs a V (harmonic) horizontal (vertical) diflbsion, Rayleigh friction, 

and Newtonian damping. The readers is lefened to that study for a detailed of description. 

To obtain the linear atmospheric response to forcing, we adopt a time integIation method 

here. 

3.2.3 Atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) 

The fourth-generation atmospheric general circulation model (ECHAM4), which is 

based on the spectral weather prediction model of the Ew:opean Centre for Medium 

Range Weather Forecasts (ECWMF) and developed at the Max Planck Institute for 

Meteorology (MPI), is used in this study. The ECHAM4 has standard physics such as: 

the mass flux scheme of Tidetke (1989) for deep, shallow, and mid-level convection, 

ECWMF modified Iadiation scheme, a modified bucket model for land surfiu:e process 

with improved parameterization of rainfall-runoff (Dumenil and Todini 1992), and a 

high-order closure scheme that depends on the turbulent kinetic energy. One can find 

more detai1s of the model in Roeckner et al. (1996). Here a low-resolution version of this 
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AGCM is used, namely, with horizontal resolution of no and 19 sigma levels in the 

vertical. 

After a comprehensive description of summer teleconnection in Chapter 2, we will use 

model pimulations to explore the dynamics and physical processes about the development 

and maintenance of the teleconnection pattems. A linearized baroclinic model (LBM) 

will be adopted for easy understanding of the dynamics. and AGCM simulation will be 

carried out for sensitivity tests. 

In the real atmosphere, it is difficult to find the episodes when the atmospheric basic 

state remains the same while the heating soun:e/sink changes. Model simulation is an 

ideal tool for that. FiIst we need to show that the model can simulate a realistic 

atmospheric response. Then by changing the location, intensity and shape of the forcing, 

we can check how sensitive the modellesponse is to external forcing, and to what extent 

the midlatitude anomalous circulation can be explained by the response to external 

fOlCing. EOF analysis of the ensemble of Iesponse of the lineal model and the AGCM 

also will be employed to explore the optimal forcing fOi midlatitude response. 

3.3 Model simulation 

In this section, the simple lineal model and general circulation model are used to assess 

the two scenarios proposed in Chapter 2 and to compare with the observational analyses. 

In order to see how stationary waves behave under S1l1l1liier mean wind conditions, the 

lineal baroclinic model and ECHAM4 GCM is forced with a diahatic heating anomaly as 

a proxy of the enhanced ISM. As the studies in Simmons et a1 (1983), to seek a plefened 

mode 01 recurrent mode in the atmospheric circulation field, the simplest appIoach is to 
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detect a leading structure from an ensemble of linear responses of a barotropic model to a 

suite of vorticity forcing distributed throughout the tropics and midlatitude. 

3.3.1 Barotropic model result 

Since the wavetrain anoma1ies in Fig. 2.tb bave a dominant equivalent barotropic 

structure and furthermore, barotropic models bave been used in a number of studies to 

investigate the exlnitJ:opical response to tropical forcing, the barotropic vorticity model is 

usable to explore the dynamical processes which produce the teleconnection pattern. 

In the first group of expeIimenm associated with the forcing over the northern tropics, 

the 504 member barotropic runs are pIeformed using single locaHzed forcing varied from 

0° to 35° with 5° interval at longitude and latitude. The horizontal forcing distnbution is 

circular with the maximum in the center and zero at a radius of to deg. Because the mean 

of 504 responses is almost meaningless, here, the standard deviation of multi-nm for the 

streamfunction is presented in Fig. 3.1. It is noted that the leading structure of multiple 

response bears close similarity to the observational pattern shown in Fig. 2.tb. For both 

model and observations a chsin of 1arge variability centers are observed over West 

Emope, Afghanistan, West coast of America and Northeast America. 

The middle and lower panel of Fig. 3.1 shows the one-point COIIelation map between 

the streamfunction responses at two selected maximum variance center (middle panel: 

West Emope (55DN, 5OW) ;lower panel: Afghanistan (40DN 600 E» and the perturbation 

streamfuction throughout the Northern Hemisphere. It is worth noting tbat the COIIelation 

pattern based on the West Emope point is in general agreement with the pattern 

associated with the Afghanistan point, and a wavetrain structure resembling the 

observational circumglobal teleconnection pattern is observed along the strong westerly 
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jet To disclose the regions where anomalous upper level divergence, related to an 

anomalous heat source is more critical for producing a rotaticmal response at specified 

points, the sensitivity of the strong variability center to the forcing region is denoted by 

the color bar in corresponding forcing grid. These resul1s appear to suggest that the 

spatial random forcing within the tropics, particularly over the Southeast coast of 

American, can generate the circumglobal teleconnection which may be understood in 

relation to a recwrent mode of the summertime basic state. 

Based on the second suite of runs consisting of 504 barotropic model responses where 

the same localized forcing is moved from 35"N to 65"N with 5° intervals (Fig. 3.2 is in a 

format analogous to Fig. 3.1), a similar conclusion is reached in the same statistics of 

result, namely, the recurrent mode of basic state resembling the observaticmal 

teleconnection pattern also is can be ttiggeted by the midlatitude random forcing. 

In view of the barotropic dynamical model ensemble analysis using idealized random 

forcing distnbuted over the northern tropics and midlatitude, it becomes clear that the 

Rossby wave dispersion and the internal dynamics of the jet stream associated with the 

batottopic instability are two key fi1ctors respons1ble for the establishment of the 

te1econnection pattern. It should be emphasized once again that the strong perturbation 

center downstteam the North Atlantic jet is easily ttiggered by a small disturbance to the 

summer mean basic state. Once the initial perturbation over the jet exit region is formed, 

the energy provided by the basic state migrates downstteam and produces pronOIDlCed 

circulation anomalies along the waveguide with preferred wavelength of jetstteatlL 

In the absence of the Indian monsoon anomalous heating, a similar circumglobal 

teleconnection pattern may also be generated by the internal dynamics of the basic state 
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alone, suggesting the re1iability of the second scenario. Moreover, the anomalous high of 

the teleconnection pattern over Afghanis1an is further hypothesized to be responst"ble for 

the enhanced monsoon minfall over northwest India and Pakistan. However, the 

verification of three mechanisms that link the anomalous high to the ISM is beyond the 

scope of this paper. 

3.3.2 Baroclinlc model result 

Furlher studies are needed to determine whether the enhanced ISM might be able to 

intensify the upper level anomalous high over Afghanis1an and the downstream 

circulation cells of the teleconnecti.on. particularly the one over northeast Asia. However, 

the sensitivity experiment should be repeated to examine whether the heating of the India 

monsoon region is the most efficient way to enhance the both circulation anomalies over 

Afghanistan and northeast Asia Due to the strong baroclinicity of local circulation (Gill, 

1981, Webster, 1972, Wang and}{Je, 1996), a simple linear baroclinic model is used at 

this stage. 

Similar to the anomalous heating pattem used in Meehl (1997), the single heating 

forcing specified in LBM is a round shape with a 10° degree radius in the horizontal, and 

follows a gamma function curve in the vertical, with a midtropospheric maximum of SoC 

in 0.4 sigma level. With relevant dissipation, the time integration is continued up to 30 

days, and the response at 25 day is used as a good approximation of the steady solution to 

the prescn"bed forcing. A 432 member ensemble of these integtations in which the 

maximum heating center moves from O"N to 2S"N with S° interval is carried out. 

For simplicity, northeast Asia (4S"N, l17.S0E) is first used as a base point to search the 

sensitivity of the forcing region in the northern tropics. The relationship between the 
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heating region and 200-bPa height response over northeast Asia is marked by the color 

bar in each center of forcing (Fig. 3.3). The value of color bar can be inteIpreted as the 

relative amplitude of perturbation. Positive value suggests that the heating is responstble 

for the es1ablishment of northeast Asia anomalous ridge at upper troposphere, while 

negative value implies the appearance of the trough when the heating is applied. 

Figure 3.3 also shows the 200-bPa geopotential height response of LBM for the 

heating imposed over northwest India (70"N, 2S"N). This position has purposely been 

chosen so that the response at Mgbanistan and northeast Asia both are pronounced. 

FurtheImore, the barotropic structure of the anomalous high in northeast Asia is observed 

in the whole level (figures not shown). 

As expected, this study reveals the effect of northwest Indian heating on the generation 

of the main structure of the circumglobal teleconnection. In the tropics, the heating over 

northwest India is believed to be the most impollant heat source for both the anomalous 

high in Mgbanistan and northeast Asia. On the other hand, the clliIappearance of the 

telec:onnection pattern downs1ream the northeast Asia cell is noticed, and the discIepancy 

between this model simulation and observation may be answeIed by the relative weak 

barotrpoic mode ofLBM, or the lack of physical processes in the linear dynamical model. 

3.3.3 ECHAM4 result 

In this part, a global atmospheric GeM (ECHAM4) is used to sinndate a more realistic 

telec:onnection pattern. The first set of experiment (CTL) forced by the observed 

climatological SSTs aim to obtain the model's mean climate. The other type of 

experiment (HEAT) is specified with the same climatological SSTs and an additional 

anomalous heat source which is only applied from June to September. The heat source 
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mimicking the increased Indian summer precipitation is centered at 70oE, 25"N over 

northwest India and decrease linearly away from the central point in all directions to a 

radius of 1000 kIn. In the vertical, the specified heating has the same structure as the 

LBM forcing case with a maximmn of 5°C in 400 hPa. In order to produce more reliable 

results, both the experiments were integIated for 15 years. The mean of the 15 year 

control run appears to successfu11y capture most of the principle features of the observed 

climatology (figure not shown). 

The high and middle level height differences between the specified heating run and 

control run (HEAT minus CTL) in the summer season (June - September) are shown in 

Fig. 3.4, where the significance level of the difference is highlighted by sbading region. 

These figures depict a prominent well-organized teleconnection pattern. propagating from 

Mghanistan to North America along the westerly jet. A long 'tail' of geopotential height 

extending to the Atlantic from West Tibet and the bwuttopic structure of the downstream 

cells are all well reproduced in the model performance. The further comparison between 

the simulation pattem and the observed distnbution (Fig. 2.1b) exhibits the notable 

resemblance in waveb:ain structure and wavelength scale except that the observations 

tend to be positive in North Atlantic while the simulation shows the reversed tendency. 

This result suggests that the heat source over northwest India associated with the s1rong 

ISM is capable to intensifY the global scale wavetrain which is very similar to the 

circwnglobal teleconnection in the observations. However, the disagR:ement over the 

North Atlantic is indicative that the circulation anomalies upstream Afghanistan is the 

cause of the enhanced monsoon minfall as described in scenario 2, rather than visa versa. 
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A number of other sensitivity experiments were carried out with anomalous heating 

shifted to the West Atlantic (30"N, 2700 E) corresponding to the most sensitive region 

found in Fig. 3.1b and 3.2b. In general, the heating over there can produce an anomalous 

high downstream of the North Atlantic jet exit and another high over A:fgbanis1an 

accompanied by increased rainfil.ll over Indian subcontinent (figures not shown). This 

result points to the role of an upsbeam heating source acting to trigger the initial high 

over West Europe. 

Using a suite of simple linear model and general circulation model simulations, it is 

demonsbated that the concurrence of the circumglobal teleconnection and the strong ISM 

are an end result of two distinct processes. The first is due to the recurrent mode of the 

summertime basic state associated with the barotropic instability, but the second is the 

direct response of midlatitude circulation to the Indian monsoon heat source. The 

combination of two mechanisms seems to be the only way to explain all the 

characteristics of the circumglobal teleconnection revealed by observational analysis and 

model simulation. 

3.4 Concluding dlseusslon 

Based on observational evidence and two poSSIble inteJpretations, a compromise 

mechanism involving a positive feedback between the teleconnection circulation and the 

ISM is summarized as follows: The organization of the circumglobal teleconnection at 

the upper boposphere can be viewed as taking place in two distinct steps, which will be 

refened to as step I and step II. During the first stage, the barotropic instability dominates 

and ISM plays a more passive role to receive the influence from midlatitude atmosphere. 
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Initially, due to the strong barotropic instability at the jet exit region, an anomalous 

high is triggwed over west Europe by the upstream disturbance. A Rossby wave track 

stretching from West Europe to Mghanistan is favored by the local basic state. 

Additionally, the large scale ridge over Caspian Sea (40"N, 6OOE) tends to distort the 

passing wavetrain from meridional propagation to more equatorward moving, namely 

targeted on Mghanistan. Thus, the route of energy dispersion beading toward 

Afghanistan is determined by two fiwtors, and this ptefe:tential propagation is believed to 

be helpful in anchoring the whole teleconnection in the favorite longitude phase. 

Accompanying the wavetrain, strong stationary wave energy is transported from high 

latitude to Afghanistan and the secondaty anomalous high is prodnced there. This second 

high then perturbs the Eurasia jet stream and results in the wavetrain pattern with zonal 

wavenumber 6 structure along major waveguide. On the other hand, this anomalous 

blacking ridge can causes increased minfa1l over northwest India and Pakistan through 

possible strengthening of the continent-ocean thermal contrast, atmospheric instability 

and upwmd motion over India subcontinent 

It is possible that the land-ocean contrast is strong enough that it could induce 

monsoon activity so that the minfa1l will increase over northwest India. Another 

posstbility is that the enhanced easterly shear above northeast India can be viewed as a 

dynamical source to increase atmospheric instability. A third posstbility is that the upper 

level easterly anomalies through divergence effects may enhance the upward motion over 

northwest India. The validity of these three processes need further study in the future. 

The next stage in the entire mechanism is the means by which the ISM plays a more 

active role in the midlatitude atmosphere. The passage of an upper-level anticyclonic 
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anomaly to the northwest of India resul1B enhanced convection over India. Since this is 

also the region of the subtropics that gives the mid1ati1ude response when forcing is 

applied (Fig. 3.3 and 3.4), it is conceivable that the ISM will conversely enhance this 

anomalous high and the doWDS1J:eam branch through Rossby wave response. 

In empbasizing the influence of ISM and Rossby wave dispersion upon the 

downstream branch from A:fghanis1an to North America, we do not wish to imply that 

other dynamical processes are unimportant The work of Lau (1992) has demonstrated 

that the Pacific section of the circumglobal teleconnection connecting East Asia to North 

America via the North Pacific is associated with a nonnal mode of the northern 

summertime climatological flow. It seems that the latent heating in Western Pacific and 

the Indian Ocean region can exert an effect on the generation of this unstable mode. 

Recently, Lau and Weng (2002) further suggest that this dominate mode of summertime 

basic flow may be influenced by the ENSO signal in the preceding spring. However, in 

our study, the significant baroclinic structure associated with the tropical heating is only 

found near India Peninsula. Therefore, it is worth noting that the strong ISM, especially 

for the superior rainfall over northwest India and Pakistan, could act as another trigger to 

excite the nonnal mode of the basic flow st:mdd1ing north Pacific. Furthermore, the 

exb:atr:opical air-sea intemction belween the atr:nospheric circulation and in situ SST is 

believed to be helpful in maintaining this system over North Pacific (Wang et a1. 2001, 

Lau et a1. 2004). 

In light of the developing phase of La Nina in the equatorial eastern Pacific coinciding 

with the strong ISM (Wang et a1. 2001, Lau and Weng, 2002), it is intetesting to consider 

the potential effect of ENSO in conjunction with p1anetaIy waves forced at the 
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extra1Jopical troposphere on the formation of the circumglobal teleconnection. The 

ECHAM4 is perturbed with a composite SST anomaly of the strong nAS CTI year that 

undergoes a realistic seasonal varying cycle in equatorial eastern Pacific region, and 

shows modest cooling during swnmer as well as weak: signal in pIeceding spring (figures 

not shown). Outside the ENSO region, the climatological SST is specified. It is noted 

:from IS year integIation that the tnumner response of ECHAM4 did not show similar 

wavetrain pattern in Northern Hemisphere. Moreover, the index of circumglobal 

teleconnection in individual month (July and September) yields very low C01TIllation with 

simultaneous and prececling spring NIN03.4 index. Based on above analysis, it is 

concluded that the ENSO is not an essential role to the circumglobal teleconnection. 

There are many ways in which the present study can be expanded. Clearly, much 

remains to be understood about the relay role of the ISM. Suhstantial further progress on 

this issue will likely require a better understanding of the interplay on the inttaseasonal 

time scale. Such a study will be reported in next chapter. 
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Fig. 3.1 (a) Standard deviation for 504 steady response of a barotropic model linearized 

about the 300-bPa summer mean state. The forcing is distributed from equator to 30oN. 

The corresponding one-point correlation for the base point (b) 57°N, 3°W and (c) 40oN, 

60oE. The relationship between the forcing location and base point response is shown by 

color box with corresponding strength. 
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Fig. 3.2 (a) Same as Fig. 3.la except that the forcing is distributed from 35°N to 65°N. 

The corresponding one-point correlation for the base point (b) 57°N, 3°W and (c) 40oN, 

60oE. 
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Linear baroc linic model 
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Fig. 3.3 The relationship between the 200-hPa geopotential height response at base point 

(45°N, 117.5°E) and forcing location is shown by color box with corresponding strength. 

The contour is the LBM 200-hPa height response to the anomalous heating located at 

northwest India (25°N, 700 E). 
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Fig. 3.4 Difference in (a) 200-bPa beights and (b) SOO-bPa beigbts between IS-summer 

mean pattern oftbe ECHAM4 specified beating run (HEAT) and control run (CTL). The 

specified anomalies convective beating center is designated by III over 2soN, 70oE. 

Sbading denotes regions of difference at 9S%, 98% and 99% confidence level. 
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Chapter 4 

Intraseasonal Teleeonneetion between the Summer Eurasian WavetraiD 

and the Indian Monsoon 

4.1. introduction 

The "active" and "break" cycles of the Indian summer monsoon (ISM) rainfiJJl 

manifest the boreal summer monsoon intraseasona1 variability (Webster et al. 1998). The 

periodicity of intraseasonal oscillations (ISOs) over India shows a wide timescale range, 

from 10 to 60 days, with significant double &peCbal peaks at 30 to 60 days and at 10 to 20 

days (KrisbnamlJIti 1976: Mmakami et al 1984: Anamalai and Slingo 2001). Both the 

northward propagating 30-60-day ISO events and the westward propagating 10-21H1ay 

ISO events are the main rainfiJJl-producing mecbanisms for the ISM. The majority of 30-

6O-day oscillation events that influence the ISM originate from the equatorial Indian 

Ocean (Yasunari 1979, 1980: Sikka and Gadgll1980: Krisbnllll1ll11i and Submmaniam 

1982: Hat1mann and Michelson 1989: Wang and Rui 1990). The physical mecbanisms 

that give rise to the northward propagation of the 30--60-clay oscillation have been 

attn"buted to convection-radiation-surfBce heat flux feedback (Webster 1983: Goswami 

and Shukla 1984), the effects of easterly vertical shear on moist Rossby waves (Wang 

and Xie 1997: Jiang et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2005), and the air-sea interaction (Kemball

Cook and Wang 2001; Fu et al. 2003). 

However, to what extent the ISM interacts with the mid-latitude circulation on 

intraseasona1 timescales has not been firmly established, although a few studies have 

noted the influence of mid-latitude synoptic distw:bance on the ISM (Keshavamurty and 

Rao 1992) and the linkage of an ISM break: with weakening mid-latitude zonal flow and 
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the southward penetrating mid-tropospheric westerly trough (Ramaswamy 1962). Based 

on case studies, Raman and Rao (1981) noted the existence of two upper tropospheric 

blocking ridges situated over the North Caspian Sea and eastern Siberia during severe 

drought years of the ISM; the evolution of these blocking ridges and the corresponding 

wave activity were closely !elated to monsoon breaks. However, Kripalani et a1. (1997) 

considered the ridge to the northwest of India as a sign of the active monsoon over 

northern and central India. Using three years of data (1986, 1993, and 1998), Fujinami 

and Yasunari (2004) found that the 7-2O-day convective variability over the Tibetan 

Plateau is associsted with a wavetrain propagating from north Africa to Japan, which 

appeatS to influence convective variations over the plateau and surrounding legions. A 

conventional notion is that the continent-ocean thermal contrast is a dominant factor 

driving the ISM; thus, any mid-latitude system that is able to effectively modulate the 

thermal contrast can influence the monsoon intensity (fao and Chen 1987; Kripalani et aI. 

1997; Ding and Sikka 200S). On the other hand, a bmst of deep convection over India 

could in tum affect the mid-latitude flow farther downstream through excitation of 

Rossby wavetrains (Yasunari 1986; Annamalai and Slingo 2001, Wang et a1. 2001). 

The pIeVious findings lead us to speculate that there exists a possible mutual inteIplay 

between the mid-latitude systems and the Indian monsoon. The pnlSent observational 

analysis is devoted to a comprehensive examination of the boIeal IIUlllliier tropical

exba1Iopical interaction on the intraseasonal timescale. Mlgor questions addressed in this 

chapter include the following: (1) Is there any significant, recurrent coupled pattern 

between the mid-latitude circulation and ISM on the intraseasonal timescale? (2) If the 

answer is yes, then how does this coupled mode evolve with time and influence the 
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rainfall variation over India and other areas? By putting together all pieces of observed 

evidence, we aimed to formulate a new hypothesis for the intraseasona1 interaction 

between the boreal summer mid-latitude circulation and the Indian monsoon. 

4.2 Data and AnalysIs Procedures 

4.2.1 Data 

The ~or dataset UlIed in this work is the daily mean National Center for 

Environmental Prediction! National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEPINCAR) 

reanalysis data on a 2.50 by 2.50 grid and at the standard pressure levels. Due to the high 

elevation of the Tibetan Plateau, the geopotential height in 200 hPa was UlIed to repnl8eI1t 

mid-latitude flow over Eura8ia. Daily averages of outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) 

data on a 2.5-degree square grid, obtained through the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration satellite, were II8eIi as a proxy for large-scale convective activity over the 

tropical and subtropical regions (Liebmann and Smith 1996). To verifY the ability of 

OLR to measme rainfall variability over the Indian subcontinent, the gridded (2.5°X2.5") 

pIecipitation pentad data ftom the Global Pn:cipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) were 

compared with the OLR field. The GPCP data were interpolated ftom pentad means to 

daily values. The correlation between 25 summer (1979-2003) daily OLR and GPCP data 

show a high correlation coefficient (0.8) over the ocean and a reduced correlation 

coefficient (0.6) over the Indian subcontinent (figures not shown). This suggests that 

OLR can be used as an indicator of the large-8cale convection and pIecipitation over the 

ISM region with daily resolution. 
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4.2.2. Time:filter scheme 

Unlike previous studies, which focus mostly on individual years or case studies, we 

use a dataset covering 2S consecutive boreal summers from 1979 to 2003 to determine 

possible links between the northern summer mid-latitude flows and the ISM minfall The 

summer season is defined as a 122-day period from June 1 through September 30. In 

order to examine the fluctuations in a broad range of frequencies on the intraseasonal 

tjtnesc:ale, a three-step tempomI filtering scheme was applied to daily data to remove 

long-term variability and trends while preserving intmsessonal variability as much as 

possible. First, a 25-summer averaged, least-square fitting parabola was removed from 

the unfiltered data to remove the climatological seasonal cycle. Then, the mean of each 

season was removed in order to eliminate inteJ:annaal variability. Finally, a five-day 

running mean time filter was applied to the daily data to eliminate synoptic variability. 

All data used in the remainder of this study were filtered by this three-step process. 

4.2.3 Signiftcance test 

With the filtered da1a, all meteorological variables involve high autocorrelations 

between consecutive daily values. Thus, the degrees offreedom should be much less than 

with the original sample size (2,950 daily values). Using Chen's method (1982), the 

degrees of freedom for each variable at each grid within the EUIlISian domain (O--9O"N, 

4O"W-18O"E) were calculated. The smallest degree of freedom was found to be about 450. 

For simplicity, we have assumed that the degrees of freedom for each variable are 450 at 

every grid point for the purpose of a statistical significance test. With this degree of 

freedom, a correlation coefficient with a magnitude ghateI than 0.1 is statistically 

significant at the 95% confidence level. 
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In addition, the significance of the correlation coefficients was letested through the 

1000 Monte Carlo simulation procedure (Wilks 1995; Livezey and Chen 1983). In all 

cases studied here, we found that the confidence level determined by this Monte Carlo 

technique was much less than the correlation coefficient value of 0.1 obtained from the 

first method. Thus, in the following sections, the correlations with absolute values of 

coefficients elfceeding 0.1 are shown, and they are regarded as significantly different 

from zero. 

4.2.4 Statistical tools: Singular Vector Decomposition (SYD) 

The main statistical tools utilized in this study include Singular Vector Decomposition 

(SVD) analysis, Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis, and composite analysis. 

The SVD analysis was used to captuIe the most dominant coupling mode between the 

mid-latitude circulation and the ISM To IeVeal the evolution of this coupled tropical

exbatiopical mode, a time-lagged SVD analysis was further used. This method is the 

same as SVD analysis except that a time Jag between the two fields was introduced. The 

advantage of this method is that it captuIes the optimum lead-Jag relationship between the 

two fields examined. A complementary composite method was used to facilitate the 

discussion of sevenll mechanisms. In order to clarity whether the coupled SVD mode is 

significant in its respective field, an EOF analysis was used to extract the leading EOF 

modes of individual fields, which provided for a direct comparison with the coupled SVD 

patterns. 

A dets.iled description of the SVD method and its application can be found in 

Bretherton et aI. (1992) and Wallace et aI. (1992). Briefly, the SVD of the temporal 

covariance matrix between two geophysical fields is an extension of rectangular matrices 
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in the c:\iagoDaIization procedure of a square synnnetric ma1rix. Based on the time series 

of the two different fields, a covariance matrix can be formed and expanded to pairs of 

singular vectors (right and left), descnDing the spatial patterns of the two fields. The 

associated singular value represents the squared covariance fraction (SCF) and indicates 

the percentage of the total squared covariance explained by the cmresponding singular 

vectors. Thus, the SCF also measures the relative importance oftbat pair of vectors in the 

relationship to the two fields. In addition, the expansion coefficient obtained by 

projecting the singular vector onto its original data field depicts the temporal variation of 

the singular vector. The cmrelation of the expansion coefficients between the two vectors 

evaluates the closeness of the two singular vectors (Wallace et alI992). These features 

make SVD a powerful and applOpriate tool for statistical inter-comparison of two distinct 

fields. 

4.3 Coupled Intraseasonal variabDity between the ISM and the mid-latitude 

eireulation 

Our analysis began with an examination of the standard deviations of intraseasonal 

variations at the 200 bPa geopotential height. The Iargest standard deviation is found in 

the exit region of the Atlantic jet stteam over the northeastem Atlantic (Fig. 4.1a). This 

region also has the Iargest interannual variations (Chapter 2). The large variability of 

OLR (standard deviation >30 Wm·2) over the ISM domain is observed in the Bay of 

Bengal and offilhore of the west coast of the India Peninsula (Fig. 4.1b). In general, 

regions of large variability in convection coincide with regions of large long-term 

average values. Over the Indian peninsula, and particularly over northwestem India to the 

south of Tibetan Plateau, the summer mean precipitation is high, and thus, the intensity of 
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ISO activity is comparable to that observed over the Indian Ocean with a value exceeding 

25 Wm-2• 

4.3.1 SVD mode between the mid-latitude 200 hPa height and the ISM 

To objectively search for the optimum mid-latitude-ISM coupled pattern, we confined 

our SVD analysis to the ISM region (0-3O"N, 50-100"E) for OLR (shown by the box in 

Fig. 4.1b) and to the Eumsian continent region (25-72.5"N, 15"W-145"E) for 200 hPa 

geopotential height (shown by the box in Fig. 4.1a). A square root of the latitudinal 

cosine weighting factor was used to compute the covariance matrix. The SVD analyses 

used both the normalized and unnormalized data, and no significant difference was found 

We also compared the singular vectors to the heterogeneous regression maps and found 

that the two patterns are very similar to each other. Hereafter, we display the singular 

vectors of the temporal cross-covariance matrix between the nonnalinld 25-summer daily 

heights and the OLR for the period of 1979 to 2003. 

Figure 4.2 shows the leading SVD mode for geopotential heights and OLR. The square 

covariance :fiaction (SCF) is 43.8%. Since the SCFs of the succeeding singular vectors 

are small (all below 15%), we focused our analysis on the first SVD modes. The height 

pattem (Fig. 4.2a) shows a wavelike pattem with positive anomalies over central Europe, 

central Asia, and northeastern Asia. Negative anomalies are found in the northeastern 

Atlantic and the western Siberia Plain. Concurring with this height pattern, the OLR 

showed negative values in the whole ISM domain (Fig. 4.2b), suggesting that convection 

and precipitation over the entire ISM region are enhanced, especially over northern India, 

Pakistan, and the Arabian Sea. For simplicity, this region is termed the Northern Indian 

SUllillier Monsoon (NISM) region. A relatively high correlation coefficient (0.53) 
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between the expansion coefficients of the two vectors indicates a close relationship 

between the two patterns, and in particular the association of the 200 hPa ridge over 

cen1ml Asia with the positive ndntiill anomaly to its south. 

Due to the strong seasonality of the mid-latitude basic flow and the ISM, the SVD 

analysis also was perfonned for each month (June through September). The results are 

very similar (figures not shown) to the coupled modes for the entire summer season (Fig. 

4.2). The mid-latitude-ISM covarying pattern is thus robust throughout the Northern 

Hemisphere's SlIIlillter. 

4.3.2 The vertical structure o/the wavetrain and associated precipitation anomalies 

In order to understand the dynamics, we are concerned with the vertical structure of the 

mid-latitude wavetrain and its possible role in linking the India raintiill oscillation with 

raintiill variability in remote areas. We calculate the correlation coefficients of the 

expansion coefficient of SVDI-height with 700 hPa daily height and GPCP daily rainfall, 

lespectively. The results are presented in Figure 4.3. The correlated 700 hPa geopotential 

height anomalies resemble the patteln in the 200 hPa (Fig. 4.2&): an anomalous high over 

centIal Emope, a low over the western Siberia Plain, and a mUOl high anomaly over 

northeastern Asia. Thus, the wavetrain has an equivalent barotropic structure in the mid

latitudes. An exception is that the 200 hPa anomalous high over centIal Asia displays a 

tilted baroclinic structure, with a 700 hPa anomalous low occurring over the Arabian 

Peninsula and the Arabian Sea. 

Comparison of the precipitation pattern and the height patteJn shown in Figure 4.3 

indicates that the mid-latitude wavetrain extending from CentJal Europe to East Asia 

plays a role in connecting the raintiill anomalies along its path. The ISM has an in-phase 
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teleconnection with the rain:fiJ11 anomalies over northwesteIn Europe, the western Siberia 

Plain, and North China. but an out-of-phase teleconnection with the rain:fiJ11 anomalies 

over the eastern Meditemmean and Japan. The linkage between the northeastern Asian 

anomalous high and the dipole rain:fiJ11 anomaly over East Asia can be explained by the 

moisture tmnsport and convergence. The anomalous southeast wind to the west of the 

high increases atmospheric water vapor tmnsport inland, and meanwhile, the anomalous 

northerly to the east of the high decreases water vapor transport. Thus, North China 

(middle reach of the Yellow River) receives above-nonnal precipitation, whereas Japan 

experiences drought conditions (Fig. 4.3). Note that the correlation between the area

averaged OLR over the NISM (20-3O"N, 60--80"E) and GPCP rain:fiJ11 over Eurasia are to 

some extent similar to the correlation ofGPCP rain:fiJ11 associated with the SVDl-height 

expansion coefficient, especially over North China (Fig. 4.4). ~ting that the in-phase 

teleconnection between the ISM and North China is robust. The lead-lag correlations 

between North China (3S-45"N, 110-12S"E) rain:fiJ11 and NISM OLR (20-3O"N, 6O--8O"E) 

were also calculated with a lead and lag up to 20 days. The most significant relationship 

was seen to occur at zero lag. 

4.4 OrigIn aDd propagation of the Intraseasonal ElII'IISian wavetraln 

4.4.1 Time-lagged SVD analysis 

Besides the simultaneous connections between the mid-latitude wavetm.in and the ISM, 

we are particularly concerned with the tempoml phase relationship between the ISM and 

the mid-latitude wavetrain. An attempt was made to deteImine the extent to which one 

system may lead another. For this purpose, we used the time-lagged SVD analysis (Czaja 

and Fmnkignoul 2002) to derive the lead-lag coupled patteIns between the 2S Slimmer 
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daily geopotential height at 200 hPa (within Eurasia domam) and OLR within the ISM 

domam at a given lag ranging from -20 to +20 days. A total of 41 time lags were 

calculated and symbolized as SVD(-20) ••••• SVD(O) •..•• SVD(+20). For example. SVD(-

20) denotes a SVD analysis between the ISM OLR field and the mid-latitude 200 hPa 

geopotential heiglt1s that lead OLR by 20 days. SVD(+20) is the same as SVD(-20) 

except that the OLR field leads the heiglt1s field by 20 days. This objective method can 

capture the most mvorable lead-lag xelationship between the mid-latitude circulation and 

the ISM convection. For each lag condition (from -20 to +20 days). the leading mode of 

time-lagged SVD analysis occupies a significant portion of the total squared covariance 

(above 3S%), and the correlation coefficients between the expansion coefficients remain 

above 0.4. It is well justified, then, to focus on the first mode of the time-lagged SVD as 

representative of the dominant patterns oftropical-exttatlopical coupling. 

It is noted that the OLR patterns at each time lag (from -20 to +20 days) have 

s1rikingly similar spatial and temporal characteristics to the OLR pattern at zero lag, 

which is alIeady shown in Figure 4.2h. The strong convection is in the entiIe ISM domam 

with a maximum convection Jocated in the northwest part of the domain. Since this OLR 

patteIn is strongly coupled with a mid-latitude wavettain across Eurasia (shown in Fig. 

4.28). the variations of the SVD geopotential height pattern from negative to positive lags 

(Fig. 4.S) descnbe the time evolution of the mid-latitude wavettain from a stage prior to 

the outbreak of the NISM convection to a stage after the outbreak. 

At day -IS (the height pIecedes the OLR by IS days). a wavettain with alternating 

high and low pressure extends from the northeastern Atlantic to the axea south of Japan. 

The strongest anomaly is seen in the Ural Mountain low. At day -10. the wavettain 
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moves slightly eastward and becomes more compact The largest anomaly occurs in the 

centIal Asian high. At the same time, a high anomaly emerges in northeastern Asia. By 

day -5, the wavetrain is simjlar to that of day -1 0, but the strongest anomaly further shifts 

downstream to both the centIal Asian high and the northeast Asian high. This pattern 

continues to the zero lag day, but the anomalies upsbeam of the centIa1 Asian high start 

to weaken. The entire sequence indicates an easlwwd and southward propagation of the 

energy along the Eumsian wavetrain. From day 0 to day +10, the centIal Asian high 

disperses southweslwwd, foxming a ridge extending ftom northern India to North Africa. 

Meanwhile, the northeastern Asian high remains, 

In addition. the time-lagged SVD analysis between OLR over the ISM domain and 500 

hPa geopotential height over Eumsia reveals a similar evolution. These results show 

evidence that the 1atge-sca1e mid-latitude wavetrain leads the strong convection 

anomalies over the NISM region. The wavetrain emanating ftom the northeastern 

Atlantic to East Asia emerges 10 to 15 days prior to the outbreak of the convection over 

the NISM region. The general picture is that a quasi-stationary wavetrain propagates 

eastward and equatorward ftom the northeastern Atlantic into centIal Asia to es1ablish an 

anomalous high ftom day -10 to day -5. Then, the wavetrain travels quickly eastward 

along the jetstream to wnplifY another anomalous high over the northeastern Asia from 

day -5 to the zero lag day. The whole wavetrain pattem across Eumsia is well es1ablished 

before the outbreak of ISM convection. suggesting the possible role of the anomalous 

high over centIa1 Asia in triggering the strong convection over the NISM. Because the 

two anomalous highs of the mid-latitude wavetrain are almost simultaneouslyes1ablished 

over centIa1 Asia and northeastern Asia, respectively, rainfall vwiations over the NISM 
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occur nearly concurrently with the anomalous rainfall over North China (see section 

4.3.2). 

4.4.2 Result of composite tmalyses 

In this coupled mode, the anomalous high over centm1 Asia associated with the mid

la1itude wavetrain precedes the strong convection over the NISM. It is conceivable that 

the cen1Ia.l Asian high may trigger active convection over the NISM region. To identify 

signals associated with the exbeme values of the anomalous high over centm1 Asia, we 

petfonned a composite analysis based on the 200 hPa geopotential heights averaged in 

the following reftllence region: SS-7S"E, 3S-4S"N (shown by the blue box in Fig. 4.6). A 

total of 28 exbeme events were selected for the S1!11'111'1eI'S during the 1979--2003 period. 

Day 0 denotes the day on which the maximum anomalous high occurred over the 

lefwence region. The time sequence of the composite geopotential height from day -8 to 

day +4 (with a four-day inteIva1) is illustrated in Figure 4.6. From day -8 to day -4, there 

is clear evidence of a wavetrain appm8cbing centm1 Asia from the northeastern Atlantic. 

As the significant upper-level anomalous high is established over the northeastern 

Atlantic, the wavetrain emanates eastwaId and splits into two branches. One turns 

equatorward, forming cyclonic and anticyclonic anomalies over the western Siberia Plain 

and centm1 Asia, respectively. Meanwhile, a secondaIy ray path is seen downstream 

along 6O"N across northem Russia and reaching the Sea of Okhotsk. On day 0, the height 

anomaly over centm1 Asia reaches its maximum intensity; the wavetrain continues 

migrating farther eastward to stIengthen the anomalous ridge over northeastern Asia. 

After the anomalous high approaches its peak in centm1 Asia, it quickly rebeats westward 

(day +4). 
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The composite OLR anomalies that correspond to the same zero refelence day of all 28 

events are shown in Figure 4.7. From day +3 to day +9, and even to day +15 (figure not 

shown), strong anomalous convection with anomalous OLR exceeding 10 Wm-2 is seen 

over the NISM. The composite GPCP pIecipitation data yield a similar picture with the 

rainfall anomalies over northern India reaching 2-3 mmlday (figure not shown). Thus, 

over northern India, the duration of the active phase of the monsoon, induced by the 

upper-level high to the north. can last 10 to 15 days and produce about 30mm of 

anomalous rainfall over the NISM a.tea. Simple composite methods in teIms of the 

anomalous high over centIal Asia appeal to capture the essence of the whole coupled 

mode between the Eurasian wavett'ain and NISM convection, indicating the vital role of 

the centIal Asian high in this tropica1-exbatropica1 interactive system. 

4.5 Recurrent Intraseasonal mode In the mid-latitude circulation and the ISM 

4.5.1 EOFs of the mid-latitude ciTculatio1l 

While the spatial-tempwa1linkage between the mid-latitude wavetrain and the ISM is 

well described by the lagged SVD and composite analysis, it is not clear whether the 

identified coupled patterns are statistically significant intraseasona1 fluctuations in the 

respective fields. To answer this question, we applied EOF analysis sepwately to the mid

latitude atmospheric circulation and the ISM OLR anomalies. 

Fil'St, an EOF analysis was pwformed on the 25 summer (1979--2003) 200 hPa daily 

geopotential height anomalies within the same domain as that used in the SVD analysis. 

The data were weighted by a square root of the latitnilinal cosine factor. Figure 4.8 shows 

the fiIst three leading EOFs of the geopotential height field, which explain 11.9%, 10.4% 

and 9.7% of the total variance, respectively. The fiIst EOF displays a high-latitude 
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wavetrain extending :from the region of the anomalous high over western Europe centered 

at the Bay of Biscay, passing through northern Russia and down to East Asia and the 

western North Pacific. The second EOF depicts an eastward and equatorward wavetra.in, 

starting :from an intense center of action over the northeastern Atlantic, centexed at the 

northern tip of Scotland, and propagating :from this action center to East Asia via the 

western Siberia Plain and central Asia. It has features in common with those of the 

SVDl-height mode in day -15 [SVD(-15) in Fig. 4.5]. The most conspicuous feature of 

the third mode is a wavetrain consisting of three anomalous highs over central Europe, 

central Asia, and northeastern Asia and two anomalous lows over the northeastern 

Atlantic and the western Siberia Plain. This wavetrain pattern is very simi1ar to the 

SVDl-height pattexn revealed in day -5 [SVD(-S) in Fig. 4.5], except for a northeastward 

shift of the anomalous northeastern Asian high. 

The temporal and pattexn coxrelation coefficien1s between the EOF2JEOF3 mode and 

the SVDl-height modes at each lag were ca1clIlated For EOF2, both spatial and tempoxal 

coxrelations approach maxima at the lag of -14 days; the temporal coxrelation coefficient 

is 0.69, and the spatial coxrelation coefficient is 0.59. For EOF3, both the spatial and 

tempoxal coxrelations have mllXima at the lag of -6 days; the temporal coxre1ation 

coefficient is 0.80, and the spatial coxrelation coefficient is 0.75. It is indicated that the 

EOF2 and EOF3 of the 200 hPa geopotential height capture the diffexent evolutionary 

phases of the mid-latitude wavetrain prior to the outbreak of strong convection over the 

NISM The establishment of the anomalous wavetrain emanating :from the northeastern 

Atlantic to East Asia can be used as an intraseasonal predictor for an active monsoon 

over the NISM 
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The rule of North et at. (1982) was adopted to check whether the difference between a 

given eigenvalue and a neighboring eigenvalue is larger than the sampling error of the 

given eigenvalue. The calculation of the sampling error uses the degrees offteedom (450) 

that have removed the effect of autocorrelation. The results indicate that the first BOF 

was sepamted from the other BOF modes (Fig. 4.9a). However, the second and third 

EOFs are not separable, but both are well distinguished from the rest of the BOFs. Figure 

4.9b shows the lag-correlation coefficients between the principal components (PCB) of 

EOF2 and BOF3. The maximum lagging cmrelation occurs when the PC2 leads PC3 by 6 

days, and PC3 leads negative of PC2 by 5 days, indicating a period of around 20 days of 

oscillation. Thus, BOF2 and BOF3 can be considered "twin modes" of the mid·latitude 

intraseasona1 variability. Together, BOF2 and BOF3 account for about 2001a of the 

intraseasona1 variance within the domain and reflect a mid·latitude ISO including an 

eastward and equatorward propagation of a Rossby wavetrain from the northeastern 

Atlantic to East Asia. Given the moderate magnitude of the maxirmun lag cmrelation 

between two PCS, the oscillating behavior of the "twin modes" (EOF2 and BOF3) is not 

very stable and may be disrupted by the strong disturbance over the mid·latitude. 

The period of the wavetrain oscillation is detexmined by spectral analysis of the first 

three Pes using NCAR Command Language software. Normalized specha derived for 

each summer were averaged over the 25 years to form averaged specha, which are 

presented in the right panel of Figure 4.8. PCI shows a spectrum with a statistically 

significant peak centered at 30 days at the 95% confidence level against a red noise 

process, while PC2 is dominated by a relative shorter period of 20 days at the 99% 

confidence level. The period of PC3 is modulated by two spectrum peaks at 20 days and 
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13 days at nearly the 95% confidence level One has to be cautious about the significance 

of the averaged power specba peak. however, because of the 1arge intenlllllllal variation 

of power spectrum. Indeed, during the 25 years from 1979 to 2003, the 20-day period of 

pe2 is significant (above 95% confidence level) in 18 years, and the 2()..day period of 

PC3 is significant (above the 90".4 confidence level) in 17 years. Thus, the dominant 

period of mid-latitude ISO revealed in "twin modes" does not prevail in each summer. It 

may vary in its time band in some years. 

4.5.2 EOFs o/the ISM OLR 

Additionally, the first two Jeading EOF modes of OLR in the ISM domain and the 

COIresponding averaged power specba are presented in Figure 4.10. Note that the two 

Jeading EOFs together descn"be a well~ northward propagation of convection 

anomalies, from the equatorial Indian Ocean toward the Indian subcontinent, that agree 

well with the previous results (e.g., Lau and Chan 1986; Lawrence and Webster 2001; 

J1IIJ1g and Li 200S). The maximum comlation between two PCS is 0.36 at a 7-8 day lag, 

confiIming the dominant spectra peak of two modes at 30-40 days (right panel of Fig. 

4.10). The EOF2 of OLR, which explains about 14.7% of the inttaseasonal variance 

within the domain, beals close resemblance to the typical activelbreak phase of the ISM 

(Krishnan et al. 2001; Goswami, 2005). Both the spatial correlation coefficient (0.63) and 

the temporal correlation coefficient (0.54) show robust coherence between this EOF2 

mode and the OLR pattern in SVD analysis (Fig. 4.2b). Thus, the mid-latitude wavetrain 

tends to precede the activelbreak phase of the NISM 

The results ofEOF analysis corroborate the finding of the SVD analysis and reveal that 

the recunent oscillation modes of mid-latitude circulation and the typical activelbreak 
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phase of the NISM convection are coupled together to fonn a significant mid-latitude 

ISM connection. The analysis also indicates that the activelbreak phase of the ISM is not 

only influenced by the systems originating from the equatorial region (EOFI of OLR) but 

is also affected to some extent by the activity of the mid-latitude ISO. 

4.6. DisC1lliliion 

4.6.1 Origin and propagation olthe intraseasonal wavetrain 

The results presented in sections 4.4 and 4.5 suggest that the intraseasonal variability 

over the northeastern Atlantic is important for understanding the origin of the mid

latitude wavetrain. What gives rise to the intraseasonal oscillation in the northeastern 

Atlantic jelslIeam exit region? According to Simmons et al. (1983), the distUIbances in 

the jelslIeam exit region can be readily excited by tropical forcing through bmollopic 

energy conversions associated with both the meridional and zonal gradients of the basic 

flow. The zonal gradients of the basic flow are particularly strong in the jelslIeam exit 

region. It is possible that the strong intraseasonal variance of upper lIopospheric 

circulation over the northeastern Atlantic in the exit region of the Atlantic jetstream (Fig. 

4.1a) is associated with the barotropic instability of the summer mean flow. The 

northeastern Atlantic anomalous high, which can be considered the origin of the mid

latitude wavetrain, is presumably excited by efficient kinetic energy extraction from the 

basic state. The upslIeam tropical or exiiatopical forcing along the jelslIeam can 

frequently excite this initial cell of the mid-latitude wavetrain over the northeastern 

Atlantic. 

Barotropic modeling by Branstator (1983) shows that zonal variations of the winter 

mean flow tend to enhance equatorward propagation of Rossby waves in a 1arge-scale 
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pressure ridge. Because the Tibetan Plateau acts as a heat source in northern summer, a 

prominent Iarge-scale ridge over the Caspian Sea is an impoltant feature of the 

climatological basic flow in the upper boposphere. The upper tropospheric zonal flow 

over the Caspian Sea also contains marked longitlldinal variation (figures not shown). 

Acconlingly, it is rational to expect that the combination of the zonal variation of zonal 

wind and the large-scale ridge over the Caspian Sea could favor equatorward propagation 

of a Rossby wavetrain. Namely, the wave propagation originating from the northeastern 

Atlantic tends to yield an arch-shaped wavetrain that migrates from the northeastern 

Atlantic to cen1ral Asia via the westem Siberia Plain. Two fiI.ctors, namely, the strong 

barobopic instability at the exit region of the Atlantic jetstream and the 1arge-scale ridge 

over the Caspian Sea, may be instrumental in understanding the initiation and 

propagation of the mid-latitude wavetrain. 

4.6.2 Positive feedback between the mid-latitude wavetrain and the NISM 

The above resul1s have shown evidence of a robust connection between the summer 

monsoon activity over the NlSM region and the upper-level anomalous high over cen1ral 

Asia. However, the actual mechanism of this linkage remains elusive. In particular, it is 

unknown how the anomalous high over cen1ral Asia modifies rain1iill variability over the 

NlSM. The answer to this question is one of the keys to understanding the intmseasonal 

interaction between the ISM and mid-latitude systems. 

One possible explanation is the role of the easterly vertical shear. To the south of the 

cen1ral Asian anomalous high, the easterly anomalies in the upper troposphere reinforce 

an easterly vertical shear over northern India. Previous theoretical work suggested that an 

easterly vertical shear alone can destabilize equatorial Rossby waves by feeding mean 
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flow available potential energy to the waves (Moothy and Arakawa 1985; Wang 1990). 

In the presence of the boundary layer, the moist Rossby wave instability is remarkably 

enhanced by easterly vertical shear and suppressed by westerly vertical shear (Xie and 

Wang 1996). The reason is that an easterly vertical shear over northern India may confine 

the Rossby wave response to the lower levels (Wang and Xie 1996). This will produce a 

s1rong interaction between the Rossby wave and the boundary-layer Ekman-pumping

induced condensation heating. This increased easterly vertical shear also generates an 

enhanced meridional heat flux that favors the conversion of mean flow available potential 

energy to eddy available potential energy. Both effec1s would increase equatorial Rossby 

wave instability in the atmosphere by providing wave available potential energy, thereby 

increasing monsoon plecipitation. It is clear from Figure 4.7 that an enhanced easterly 

vertical shear (U200 minus U700) anomalies to the south of the anomalous high occurs 

prior to the peaks of convection anomalies over the NISM Lead-lag correlations between 

the local easterly vertical shear and OLR anomalies over the NISM demonstrate that the 

vertical shear tends to precede rain:fiill anomalies by two to four days (figure not shown). 

Therefore, the enhanced central Asian high may lead to enhanced pIeclpitation in the 

NISM region by strengthening the easterly vertical shear. 

Another possible dynamic inte.tpletation is that the strengthened easterly jetsb:eam to 

the south of the upper tropospheric anomalous high may induce a northerly ageomophic 

flow and, as a result, generate the upper-level divergence and s1rong upwaxd motion over 

the NISM (Hoskins and Wang 2005). However, in the composite ofvertical motion fox 

the same 28 exb:eme events (figures not shown), pronounced upwmd motion and 

convection anomalies over the NISM occurred almost simultaneously. It seems that the 
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causality between these two factors is not easily diagnosable through observational 

analyses. 

Because the enhanced convection over the NISM region is associated wi1h the 

barocJinic structure of the local circulation anomaly (Fig. 4.3), we suggest that after the 

strong convection is excited by the anomalous central Asian higb, the resulting diabatic 

heating may likely induce a barocJinic Rossby-wave response to the west of the heating 

source (Gill 1980; Rodwell and Hoskins 1996). The westward leb:eat of the central Asian 

high after its establishment can be taken as a hint of the Rossby wave IespoDSe to the 

ISM heating. Hoskins and Ambrizzi (1993) suggested that on the left side of the local 

anticyclonic anomaly induced by the heat source over India, the low-vOIticity air is 

advected from the south, producing a vOIticity anomaly to enhance the existing local 

vOIticity. Hence, anupsb:eam extension of the fmeed anomaly is genemted, and the 

induced circulation is drastically broader than the forced anomaly. This mechanism is 

particularly effective when the jelSb:eam core coincides with the center of the initial 

fmeed anomalous high. 

A positive feedback between the rainfiill anomalies and moisture tnmsport may also be 

impoItant for the maintenance of the strong convection over the NISM. The strengthened 

rainfiill anomalies over nOIthem India lead to an anomalous low over the Ambian Sea at 

low levels via Rossby wave dispersion. This cyclonic circulation (Fig. 4.3) that impinges 

on the southem flank of the Tibetan Plateau may cany more moisture to the NISM and 

strengthen the deep convection and rainfaI1 activity there. 

Based on the above speculations, we propose a positive intemction between the 

anomalous high over centIal Asia and strong convection over the northern ISM region. 
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Strong convection over the northern ISM region is initially triggered by the anomalous 

central Asian high within the westerly wavetrain extending from the northeastern Atlantic 

to East Asia (Fig. 4.11a). Conversely, the convection is likely to excite a Rossby-wave 

response, which reinforces the central Asian high. Because this high is embedded in the 

westerly jetsb:eam, the Rossby wave energy dispersion associated with the central Asian 

high may enhance the downsb:eam circulation anomalies over northeastern Asia (Fig. 

4.11b). In the time-lagged SVD analysis (Fig. 4.5), the maintenance of the anomalous 

high over northeastern Asia after an active phase of the NISM may suggest this effect 

4.7. Summary and concluding remarks 

4.7.1 Summary 

This study shows how the "active" and "break" phases of the ISM are altered by the 

mid-latitude systems on an intraseasona1 timescale. The SVD analysis was utilized to 

identifY the most dominant mode of co-variation between the upper tropospheric 

geopotential height over Eurasia and the convection (implied by OLR) over the ISM 

region. The leading SVD modes explain 43.8% of the covariability, and the cmrelation 

coefficient between the two expansion coefficients apploaches 0.53. The first SVD mode 

reveals a strong relationship between enhanced convection over northern India, Pakistan 

and the Arabian Sea and a mid-latitude wavetIain pattern spanning EUlB8is, with 

prominent highs over central Europe, central Asia and northeastern Asia and a low over 

the western Siberia Plain. The time-lagged SVD analyses from the -20 day lag to the +20 

day lag further show the eastward propagation of the mid-latitude wavetrain and the role 

of this wavetrain in initiating the convection anomalies over the NISM. 
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The essence of intraseasonal mid-latitude ISM interaction is captured by the 

composites of the 28 strongest anomalous central Asian high events, since the enhanced 

convection over the northern ISM region could primarily arise from the direct forcing of 

this high. 

HOF analysis is further used to detect the spatiotemporal structure of the dominant 

intraseasonal variations that are recurrent in the OLR and mid-latitude height field, 

lespectively. The HOF2 of the OLR field accounting:for 14.7% variance represents the 

typical active/break: phase of the ISM and beaIS close similarity to the OLR pattern in the 

SVD analysis. The second and third HOF modes of 200 bPa geopotential heights are 

together distinguished from other modes, and they explain 20".41 of the total intraseasonal 

height variance. These "twin modes" represent a 20-day mid-latitude ISO extending from 

the Atlantic to East Asia, and they capture diffe:tent propagating phases of the wavetIain 

pattem revealed by time-lagged SVD analysis. It is concluded that the recummt modes of 

mid-latitude circulati.on and the ISM are coupled together to fonn the dominant mid

latitude ISM coonection. 

The picture e:tnerging from the SVD, HOF and composite analyses suggests that an 

anomalous high appealS to occur initially in the northeastern Atlantic, forming a Rossby 

wavetIain that propagates eastward toWllld central Asia and then travels further to East 

Asia and the West Pacific along the westeIly jelstIeam. The veItical structure of this 

wavetIain presents a consideIable barotropic component, except that the central Asian 

anomalous high exhibits a baroclinic character. 

Once the anomalous high is generated over central Asia, it can excite convection oveI 

the northern ISM region. Afterward, it quickly retIeats westwaId. Meanwhile, the 
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anomalous high over northeast Asia induces increased rainfall over North China and 

decreased rainfall over Japan. On an intraseasona1 timescale, the mid-1atitude wave1:!ain 

establishes a teleconnection of s1rong NISM concurrent with above-normal rainfall over 

northwestern Europe, the western Siberia Plain, and North China, and below-normal 

rainfall over the eastern Mediterranean and Japan. 

We note that the "monsoon-desert" mechanism proposed by Hoskins and Rodwell 

(1995) and Rodwell and Hoskins (1996) can be used to explain the out-of-phase 

relationship in rainfall variability between the ISM region and the eastern Mediterranean 

(Figs. 4.3 and 4.4). In addition. the passllgP. of mid-1atitude wave1:!ains over Eurasia may 

be another explanation for this out-of-phase relationship. 

It is not immediately clear what effect the anomalous central Asian high has on the 

convection over the northern ISM region. This cannot be assessed solely based on 

observation. We specu1ate that convection is enhanced by the increased easterly vertical 

shear. The clue for such a possibility is provided by the lead-lag correlation between 

easterly vertical shear and OLR over the northern ISM region. The correlation shows that 

the easterly vertical shear between 200 hPa and 700 hPa leads local OLR anomalies by 

2-4 days. The mechanisms that cause s1rong convection over the northern ISM region are 

hypothesized as follows: To the south of the anomalous central Asian high, the easterly 

anomalies in the upper troposphere strengthen the easterly vertical shear over the 

northern ISM region; this increased shear traps the Rossby wave in the lower troposphere, 

which enhances convective interaction with dynamics through boundary layer 

convergence and increases the moist baroclinic instability, thereby increasing monsoon 
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plecipitation through the vertical shear !lleC'banism proposed by Wang and Xie (1996) 

and Xie and Wang (1996). 

Although the ISOs originating fiom the equator are vezy imPOltant rainfiill-producing 

mechanisms for the intzaseasonal variability of the ISM, the possible influence of the 

mid-latitude flow on the intzaseasonal variations in the NISM is suggested in this study. 

The monsoon intraseasonaI oscillation in the NISM is influenced by disturbances fiom 

both the equator and the mid-latitudes. Possibly, some rainfiill events over India are 

C!!used by the interaction between the influences fiom the nOith and fiom the south. 

4.7.2 Concluding remarks 

The complexity of the interaction between the wavetrain and the ISM leaves several 

intezesting problems for further studies. One area of interest is how the intraseasonal 

variability is generated in the northeastern Atlantic. Further studies are needed befoze a 

conclusion can be made concerning the cause of the linkage between the anomalous high 

over central Asia and intraseasonaI variability of the ISM The hypothesis advanced in 

this paper is qualitative and based primarily on the results derived fiom empirical 

analysis. Dynamic processes of the mid-latitude ISM interaction should be examined 

quantitatively in the future. 

On an inteIannual timescale, a CiIcumGlobal Te1econnection (CGl) pattern is 

recurrent in the boreal summer in the nOithern exbattopics and acts to induce global-scale 

rainfiill and temperature anomaly patteIns around the NOithern Hemisphere, linking 

western EUiope, European Russia, India, East Asia and NOith America. Becmlse the 

intzaseasonal mid-latitude wavetrain and interannual CGT are governed by a similar 
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spatial mode over Eurasia, it would be worthwhile to examine the potential interaction 

between the intraseasonal wavetrain and the interannual variability of the CGT. 
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Fig. 4.1. Standard deviation of 25 summer daily (a) geopotential heights at 200 hPa 

(color contours every 10 m) and (b) OLR fields (color contours every 5 Wm-2). 

Climatological seasonal mean (June through September) zonal flow at 200 hPa (black 

contour above 20 m1s) is shown in (a). The domains for SVD analysis are denoted by 

dashed lines. 
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Fig. 4.2. Singular vectors of the first SVD mode for (a) geopotential heights at 200 hPa 

(contour interval of 0.1) and (b) OLR (contour interval of 0.1). SCF, expressed as a 

percentage, is printed on the top. The temporal correlation coefficient between two 

expansion coefficients, expressed as "Corr," is also printed on the top. The SVD vectors 

are non-dimensional. 
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Fig. 4.3. Correlation coefficient between expansion coefficient of first SVD-height mode 

(shown in Fig. 4.2a) and 25 summer daily 700 hPa heights (contour interval of 0.1) and 

GPCP rainfall (shading interval of 0.05) anomalies. 
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Fig. 4.4. Correlation coefficient between the time series of domain-averaged OLR over 

the NlSM (shown as box) and 25 summer daily GPCP anomalies at each grid point over 

Eurasia (shading interval of 0.05). 
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Fig. 4.5. Singular vectors of geopotential heights (contour interval of 0.2) for the first 

SVD mode between Eurasian 200 hPa heights and OLR anomalies over the ISM domain. 

The results are shown from day -1 S to day +10. Lag days are indicated in the upper right-

-
hand comer of each map. The SVD vectors are non-dimensional. 
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FIg. 4.6. The time sequence of the composite 200 hPa geopotential heights anomalies 

(contour interval of 10 m) from day -8 to day +4 with respect to the maximum central 

Asian high, which occurs on day O. The sbading represents the anomalies that are 

significantly diffelent from zero above the 95% level based on a simple t-test. The black 

box denotes the lefwence domain for the central Asian high. 
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Fig. 4.7. Composite ofOLR anomalies (color contour interval of 4 Wm'2) with respect to 

the same day 0 reference used in Figure 4.6, The color contour and shading represent 

OLR anomalies and confidence level based on simple t-test. The black dotted line 

denotes the zonal wind shear anomalies between 200 hPa and 700 hPa (u200 minus u700, 

contour interval of 2 mls), 
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Fig. 4.8. First three EOF modes for 25 summer daily geopotential heights at 200 hPa 

(contour interval of 10m, left panel) and averaged normalized power spectrum of the 

corresponding principal component (PC) as a function of the frequency in day-I (right 

panel). The three EOF modes have been scaled by one standard deviation of the 

corresponding time series to give a unit ofm; they occupy (a) 11.9%, (b) lO.4%, and (c) 

9.7% of the total variance. Three thin lines in the right panel represent the upper 

confidence bounds of red noise at the 90%, 95%, and 99% levels, respectively. 
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Fig. 4.9. (a) EOFs ' structure for intraseasonai 200 hPa geopotentiai height anomalies in 

terms of the total variance explained by each EOF for their respective intraseasonal time 

series (first three EOFs shown in Fig. 4.8). Error bars were determined by the formula of 

North et ai. (1982). (b) Lagged cross-correlation between principal components (PCs) of 

EOF2 and EOF3. The lag-correlation with a negative lag day expresses that PC2 leads 

PC3. The lag-correlation with a positive lag day expresses that PC3 leads PC2. 
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FIg. 4.10. First two EOF modes for 25 Slimmer daily OLR at the ISM domain (contour 

interval of 5 Wm-2, left panel) and averaged nonna!jzed power spectrum of the 

corresponding principal component (PC) as a fimction of the frequency in day-! (right 

panel). The two EOF modes have been scaled by one standard deviation of the 

corresponding time series to give a unit ofWm-2
; they occupy (a) 18% and (b) 14.7% of 

the total variance. Three thin Unes in the right panel represent the upper confidence 

bounds of red noise at the 90%, 95%, and 99"" levels, respectively. 
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Fig. 4.11. To visualize the hypothesis proposed in the discussion section, a schematic 

diagram is presented to illustrate the possible positive feedback between the Eurasian 

wavetrain and the ISM on an intraseasonal timescale. The cloud denotes the strong 

convection over the northern ISM region, and the circles represent the Eurasian wavetrain 

in the upper troposphere. (a) The strong convection over the northern ISM region is 

initially triggered by the anomalous central Asian high within the wavetrain extending 

from the northeastern Atlantic to East Asia, and then (b) the convection, in turn, excites a 

Rossby-wave response to reinforce the central Asian high and downstream circulation 

anomalies of the wavetrain, through Rossby wave dispersion. 
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ChapterS 

Predicting Extreme Phases of the India Summer Monsoon 

5.1 Introduction 

More than a billion people live in India, which is a typical monsoon region with high, 

increasing population density. Situated at the heart of the Indian summer monsoon (ISM) 

region, the Indian subcontinent experiences vigorous intmseasonal variability during the 

summer, with quasi-periodic wet episodes ("active" phases) and dry episodes ("break" 

phases). The public safety and economy of India are very wInemble to the occummce of 

eXbeme active and break phases of the ISM intraseasonaI oscillation, or ISO (Gadgil 

1995, Sikka 1999, Webster et al. 1998, Gadgil and Rao 2000, Webster and Hoyos 2004, 

U.S. De and Rao 2005), which give rise to devastating floods, landslides and prolonged, 

severe droughts. As a 1atest example of an exhemely active phase, torrential monsoon 

rains caused widespread floods throughout India and Pakis1an from late July through 

mid-August 2006. In India, hundreds of people and tens of thousands of animals died, 

and more than 6 million people were affected by the floods. In Pakistan, monsoon-related 

flooding was blamed for more than 230 deaths (IRI Climate Digest, August 2006). 

Obviously, understanding the cause of the exheme activelbreak monsoon phases is of 

great importance, and accurate prediction can minimize the damage to life and ploperty. 

Unfortunately, little has been known about the cmlses of the eXbeme active and break 

phases of the ISM This study is aimed at filling in this knowledge gap. 

The boreal summer ISO over India has long been regarded as a source of active and 

break phases of the ISM. The ISO over South Asia shows significant double spechal 

peaks at 30-60 days and 10-20 days (Krishnamurti and Bha1me 1976, Sikka and Gadgil 
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1980, Murakami et a1. 1984, Hartmann and Michelson 1989; and Anamalai and Slingo 

2001). The former propagates northward from the equatorial Indian Ocean to northern 

India, while the latter often propagates westward from the South China Sea to the Indian 

subcontinent; both have been recognized as the dominant modulator for the active and 

break cycles of the ISM (Goswami 2005). 

However, the tropical ISOs are not the only drivers; atmospheric circulation anomalies 

originating from midlatitude can also affect the intraseasonal ~ of the ISM. The 

pioneering work by Ramaswamy (1962) es1ablishes the 1inkage of an ISM break with the 

southward penetrating mid-tropospheric westerly trough into the Indo-Pakis1an region. 

He noted that a penetration of midlatitude Rossby wave tmin can weaken the Tibetan 

high and the upper-level easterlies. The wealcening and bifurcation of the Tibetan high 

dining the weak ISM period under the influence of a mid1atitude trough was also reported 

by Unninayar and Murakami (1978). Case studies by Raman and Rao (1981) noted the 

existence of two upper tropospheric blocking ridges situated over the North Caspian Sea 

and eastern Siberia dining severe drought years of the ISM. For active phases of the ISM, 

KripaIani et al. (1997) considered the upper tropospheric ridge to the northwest oflndia 

as a sign of the active monsoon over northern and central India. Observations in Chapter 

4 reveal an intraseasonal trans-EUIBSia teleconnection pattern: an anomalous high

pressure at the upper troposphere appears to occur initially in northwestern Europe, 

forming a Rossby wave tmin that propagates southeastwatd toward Central Asia, and 

then travels along the westerly jet sbearn further toward East Asia and the western North 

Pacific. Once the anomalous high pressure occurs over Central Asia, it can excite 

significant convection anomalies over northern India and Pakistan. 
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Thus, the intraseasonal variability of the ISM is influenced by the disturbances coming 

from both the tropics and the exbatJopiCS. It is conceivable that the collaborative impact 

of the tropical ISO and exbatJopicaI wave train may increase the likelihood of exbeme 

active and break ISM phases. In this study we explore the relationships between tropical 

intnJseasonal variability, the midlatitude circulation, and the exbeme active and break 

phases of the ISM during boreal summer (June-September). We found prominent 

precursors for the exbeme active and break phases of the ISM in the both the tropics and 

exbatJopics. An attempt is made to relate the probability of the occummce of exbeme 

ISO phases to the tropical-extratropical interaction. The implication of the result on the 

prediction and predictability of the ISM ISO is discussed. 

5.2 Data and Sb ategy 

Two data sets were used: the daily averages of outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) on 

a 2.50 square grid, obtained through the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration satellite, and daily mean NCEP reanalysis 2 data (NCEP-2) on a 2.50 by 

2.50 grid at standard pressure levels (Kanamitsu et at, 2002). For simplicity of 

interpletation, the signs of OLR anomalies are reversed so that the positive OLR 

anomalies represent enhancement of convective activity. The high correlation between 

OLR and observed rainfa1l over India suggests that OLR may be used as an indicator of 

the large-scale convection and pIecipitation ove! the ISM region with a daily resolution 

(Chapter 4). To estimate the rainfa1l intensity during the exbeme phase, rainfa1l data from 

the Climate Prediction Center Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) (Xie and Arkin 

1997) were employed. The CMAP data were interpolated from pentad means to daily 

values. 
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Both OLR and NCEP-2 data cover 28 consecutive boreal IIWI1II1etS (defined as the 122-

day period from June 1 through September 30) from 1979 to 2006. A three-step temporal 

filtering scheme was applied to daily data to obtain the inttaseasonal variability to the 

1argest extent. First, a 28-swnmer-averaged, least-square-fitting parabola was removed 

from the unfiltered data to eliminate the climatological seasonal cycle. Then, the mean of 

each season was removed in order to retain only weather and intTaseasonal variability. 

Finally, a five-day nmning mean time filter was applied to the daily data to eHmjnate 

weather variability and retain in1Iaseasona1 variability longer than 10 days. In order to 

preserve inttaseasona1 variability as much as posstble, no other filter was applied to the 

data. The filtered intTaseasonal data were Wied for compo!Iite analysis and hindcast 

experiment for the exbeme phases. 

The ISM domain was divided into north and south regions because tropical

exbabopical interaction is more lligDificant over the northern ISM area (Chapter 4). A 

daily northern ISM (hereafter reMned to as NISM) OLR index was defined by using the 

daily OLR averaged over the region 60"E-90"E, 2O"N-3O"N (Figure 5.1). Similarly, a 

southern ISM (hereafter referred to as SISM) OLR index was defined by the daily OLR 

averaged in the region 60"E-90"E, 7.S"N-17.5''N. The two index-domains cover the 

major inttaseasona1 variability centers in the ISM region (Figure 5.1). 

The exbeme active and break phases of ISO were selected by U!Iing the time series of 

the NISM OLR and the SISM OLR. Normally, one IItandard deviation is used as the 

threshold value to define active and break phases of the ISM. Here, the exbeme phases 

were determined by the periods during which the amplitude exceeded 1.7 IItandard 

deviations. During the 28-year period studied, there were 35 exlIemely active phases and 
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29 exheme break pbases of the NISM, with an average of about 1.25 exhemely active 

pbase and one exheme break pbase each year. So, the occurrence of the eXb:eme phase is 

a small probability event and difficult to forecast Besides these exheme phases, we 

define those active and break phases for which the amplitude of the indices exceeds 1.0 

but falls below 1.7 standard deviations as strong active and break pbases. There were 50 

strong active pbases and 57 strong break pbases for the NISM during 1979-2006. 

Treating convective condition separately for exheme and strong categories is necessary 

in order to reveal the effect oftropical-exhattopical interaction on the ISM pbase. 

5.3 Composite for extreme phases 

During the NISM exheme phases, the monsoon system induces many rainfall 

anomalies across the whole country, especially over cen1ral and northern India (Figure 

5.2). Within a window of 11 days that surrounds the peak: day of an ex1remely active 

pbase, cen1ral India receives an excessive 40 mm accumulated rainfilll, which is about a 

70-80% increase from normal rainfall, and this excess often generates primaIy natural 

hazards to the local communities. On the other hand, an eXb:eme break pbase induCM a 

40-50 mm deficient rainfall over the cen1ral and northern Iegions, and the dry condition 

over northern India can last for a month, amplifying the aridity. 

To identify the major anomalous atmospheric conditions that precede these eXb:eme 

pbases, we have examined composites of tropical OLR and upper-level midlatitude 

circulation prior to the occurrence of the peak: day (Day 0). The statistical significance of 

the composite anomalies was assessed using Student's t-test (Wilks 1995). The composite 

OLR and 700-hPa wind anomalies for 35 exhemely active phases starting from 15 days 

prior (Day -15) to Day 0 were constructed (Figure 5.3). The initiation of eXb:emely wet 
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phases is marked by the appemance of significant convection anomalies in the eastern 

Equatorial Indian Ocean (EIO) and offshore of the west coast of the Indian peninsula at 

1O"N (Day -IS to Day -12). In the ensuing six days, the strong convection over the Indian 

Ocean migrates northward to the Indian subcontinent and metges with the convection 

band originating from the South China Sea (SCS) to establish an elongated and slanted 

convection zone spanning from the Arabian Sea to the western North Pacific. From Day -

3 to Day 0, northward propagating tropical ISO approaches its northernmost location, and 

convective anomalies in the NISM region reach their maximum intensity at Day O. The 

amplitude of composite OLR variation at Day 0 is about 30-40 W/m2 in the NISM, which 

is equivalent to about 5-7 mm/day in CMAP rainfitll anomalies. The associated 700-hPa 

flow is chamcterized by a strong cYclonic circulation moving northward from the EIO to 

India and the Arabian Sea. The composite picture bears close resemblance to the 

observed canonical northward-propagating 30-to-6O-day ISO events, which were 

extensively studied in previous works (e.g., Yasunari 1979, 1980, 1981; Sikka and Gadgil 

1980; Krlshnamurti and Subrahmanyam 1982; Wang and Rui 1990; Kemball-Cook and 

Wang 2001). Note that in addition to the northward movement of the ISO, a IO-to-20-day 

ISO event propagating wesl.w8ld from the SCS to the Bay of Bengal contnbutes to the 

exb:eme convection over the NISM (Figure 5.3). 

Figure 5.4 shows the composite evolution of the upper-level exb:a1Iopical circulation 

across Eurasia from Day -IS to Day O. The existence of an upper b:opospheric wave 1rain 

emanating from northwestern Europe to Cen1ral Asia is clearly seen 12 days prior to the 

peak day of an exb:emely wet phase. From Day -9 to Day -6, subsequent propagation of 

the wave 1rain along the westerly jet stream to East Asia and further extension to the 
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North Pacific is observed. Accompanying the northward propagation of the tropical 

convection band into the NISM region from Day -6 to Day -3, the southward and 

eastward propagation of an upper-level wave train from the western Siberian plain to 

Central Asia enhances the anticyclonic circulation anomalies to the north of the NISM 

region. The height anomalies over central Asia reach peak intensity on Day -3, leading 

peak convection in the NISM by three days. 

The evolution of this wave train and the role of the enhanced Central Asian high in 

leading the strong convection over the NISM region ate very similar to the behavior of 

mid1ati1ude-ISM interaction descnDed in Chapter 4. In that study, a mechanism is 

proposed to explain the antecedent role of the enhanced Central Asian high to the 

convection over the NISM. To the south of the anomalous Central Asian high, the 

easterly anomalies in the upper troposphere strengthen the easterly vertical shear over the 

NISM region; this increased easterly vertical shear traps the Rossby wave in the lower 

troposphere, which enhances convective interaction with dynamics through boundary 

layer convergence and increases the moist baroclinic instability, thereby increasing 

monsoon precipitation. This easterly vertical shear mechanism was originally proposed 

by Wang and Xie (1996) and Xie and Wang (1996). On the other hand, the diabatic 

heating anomalies associated with increased pIecipitation over the NISM may likely 

induce a baroclinic Rossby-wave response to the west of the heating source, which 

reinfon:es the Central Asian high at the upper troposphere (Gill 1980; Rodwell and 

Hoskins 1996). A positive feedback between the strengthened Central Asian high and 

increased pIecipitation over the NISM manifest the active role of tropical-exttatropical 

interaction over the NISM. 
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Note that the exb:emely active NISM is immediately preceded by two major 

atmospheric processes: (1) the merge of the northward propagating convection anomalies 

originating from the Eastern EIO and the westward propagating convection anomalies 

from the ses, and (2) the establishment of strong Central Asian high-pressure anomalies 

associated with the Rossby wave train propagation from northwestem Europe. The 

NISM's exb:emely active phases tend to occur when the development of an upper-level 

high anomaly over Central Asia coincides with the arrival of a convection zone from the 

EIO and the ses. Because both the enhanced Central Asian high and tropical convection 

anomalies can lead to an active phase of the NISM alone, the mutual aid between these 

two systems tends to provide a condition favorable for the occurrence of an exb:emely 

active phase. 

Similarly, the composite of midla1itude circulation and OLR for 29 exb:eme break 

phases also suggests that for the occurrence of an exb:emely dry NISM phase, the 

COIIC1ID"ence of these two atmospheric Plocesses is impOItant: the anomalous upper-level 

Central Asian cyclonic ciIculation combined with the suppIeSSCd convections associated 

with 30--60-day and 10--20-day 180s (Figures 5.5 and 5.6). The flow patterns for extreme 

break phases resemble those associated with exb:emely active phases except that the 

magnitude of the anomalous Central Asian circulation for break phases is stronger. 

Coinciding with the northwardlwestwmd propagation of large scale dry zone from the 

EIO/Ses to the NISM (Fig. 5.5), a large scale stationmy Rossby wave train yielding 

arch-shaped propagation migrates from northwestem EUIope to Central Asia via the 

western Siberia Plain (Fig. 5.6). The combined effect of the anomalous low over Central 
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Asia and the dry phase oftropicallSOs are essential for the development of an extremely 

dry condition over the NISM. 

The composite figures suggest that extrern'} phases of the SISM are subject to 

considerable modulation from tropical 30-60-day ISO events that are initiated over the 

EIO about 10 days prior to the exberne phase. There is no significant precursor for the 

SI8M exbern'} phases in the exbatropics. For exberne phases of the SISM, the systems 

from the tropics and exbatropics are generally decoupled, suggesting that the anomalous 

circulation over Centm1 Asia is not sufficiently strong to influence the convection over 

the southern part of the ISM domain. 

5.4 Importance of the timing oftropical-extratroplcal interaction 

The results presented in the preceding section reveal that midlatitude wave train 

originated from northwestern Europe is a significant driver of ISO-related convective 

variability over the NISM region. However, it is not clear how the intraseasonal wave 

train is initiated in northwestern Europe. According to Chapter 4, the maxinll.llIl 

intraseasonal variance of the upper tropospheric circulation is located in northwestern 

Europe, and also in the exit region of the Atlantic jetsbeam, where strong barotropic 

instability of the summer mean flow dominates. The circulation anomalies over 

northwestern Europe, which can be considered as the origin of the midlatitude wave train, 

are presumably excited by efficient kinetic energy extraction from the basic state. It is 

speculated that the upstIeam tropical or exbatopical forcing along the jetstream over 

Atlantic, America and Pacific can excite this initial cell of the midlatitude wave train over 

northwestern Europe. 
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To gain deeper insight into how the circu1ation anomalies over the source region of 

midlatitude wave tmin is related to the convection anomalies over the re-initiation region 

of the 30-6(Hjay ISO events, the lead-lag cmrelations between northwestern Europe 

(SO"N-65"N, S"W-lS"E) 200-hPa geopotential height and OLR over the eastern BIO 

(SO"E-9O"E, S"S-S"N) were calculated with a lead and lag up to 20 days. The variability 

over the two source regions did not show any significant relationship. Thus, the initiation 

of the midlatitude wave tmin is not physically linked with the initiation of the 30-6O-day 

ISO events over the eastern BIO. The latter is likely governed by a basin-wide self

induction mecbanism confined to the Indian Ocean (Wang et a1200S, Tlang and Li 200S). 

Because the circu1ation anomalies over Central Asia and the simultaneous arrival of 

tropical ISOs into the NISM are worable conditions for the occurrence of ex:beme 

phases over the NISM, both the timing of initiation of the two systems and their phase 

relationship seem to be critical for the occurrence of exbeme phases. When the two 

systems are not adequately collaborated, the effects from the tropics and the midlatitude 

are unlikely to influence the NISM in chorus, and therefore, the convective intensity of 

NISM has less chance of reaching the ex:beme s1age. The strong phases of the NISM, 

which are defined by an NISM OLR larger than 1.0 but less than 1.7 standard deviations, 

may tend to occur when the phases of the two systems are mismatched and, if so, need to 

be compared with ex:beme phases. Such a comparison will shed light on the importance 

of the timing of leading systems on the occurrence of the ex:beme phases of the NISM 

The evolution and s1ructure of SO strong active NISM is detailed in the composite 

figures of OLR and 200-bPa circu1ation anomalies from Day -IS to Day O. Apparent in 

Figures 5.7 and S.S is that the tropicallSOs and midlatitude wave tmin preceding strong 
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active phases are much less significant and of shorter duration than those preceding 

exheme phases, posSIbly becanse of the diversification of the leading flows prior to the 

strong active NISM. This difference is particularly appment for the extratropica1 

circulation. The smaller magnitude and extent of an anomalous high over Central Asia 

may be associated with the disappearance of the Rossby wave train migrating from 

northwestern Europe to Central Asia. The antecedent tropical convective band is confined 

over the Indian Ocean and is less extensive than its counteIpatt for the exbem"ly active 

phase, while its origin can be 1raced back to the eastern EIO at Day -15. 

The evolution of OLR and exbatropica1 circulation for 57 strong break NISM events is 

now considered (Figs. 5.9 and 5.10). The propagation of the wave train from the west 

Siberian plain to Central Asia is observed in Day -6 (Fig. 5.10). The OLR over the NISM 

region appears to develop locally from Day -6 to Day 0 without significant intrusion of 

the tropical 30-6O-days ISOs (Fig. 5.9). The only significant Jeading feature in OLR is 

IO-to-20 day ISOs propagating westwatd from the Bay of Bengal to India from Day -6 to 

Day -3. Without the joining of 30-6O-day ISOs, the strong anomalous low over Central 

Asia with a comparable magnitude to its counterpart for exbeme break phases seems 

inadequate to induce the exbemely dry phase over the NISM. 

The apPIOpriate timing of tropical ISOs and the midlatitude wave train pmvides a time 

window favorable for the occmrence of an exbeme phase. In the absence of this matched 

timing, neither the tropical ISO nor the circulation anomaly over Central Asia alone is 

sufficient to support unstable growth of convection to an exbeme stage. 
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5.5 Feasibility of foreeastlng the extreme phases 

Because of the serious outcomes of these extreme phases, it is of great practical and 

theoretical interest to explore the feasibility of forecasting an extreme phase. Based on 

the composite map of extreme phases (Figs. S.3 to S.6), two precursors are selected to 

forecast the convective activity over the NISM. One is the OLR predictor averaged 

within the domain (60"E-9S"E, SON-lS"N), which can capture the 1arge-scale tropical 

ISO activity originating from the EIO. The other is the area-averaged 200-hPa 

geopotential height (GH predictor) over Central Asia, 6S"E--8S"E, 32.S"N-42.S"N, which 

descn"bes the effect of the ext.tatropi.cs on the NISM. Both predictors are nonnalized by 

their conesponding standard deviation. A joint predictor is constructed by averaging the 

two non-dimensional predictors to measure the combined effect of the tropics and 

extratropics on the NISM. 

Figure S.ll shows the lead-lag correlation between each predictor and the NISM OLR 

with a lag ofup to IS days. With the OLR predictor alone, the correlation with the NISM 

reaches a maximum (0.48) when it leads the NISM OLR by four to six days. The GH 

predictor yields a maximum correlation of 0.5 when it leads the NISM OLR by three to 

four days. The combined predictor shows a greater correlation (0.6S) at a lead time about 

four to five days, suggesting a strong capability of the combined predictor to forecast 

convection variability in the NISM region. Therefore, the two somewhat independent and 

complementary predictors combine together, resulting in a predictor that shows superior 

ability than either of them alone and accounts for almost 4()OAo of the variability of the 

NISM OLR. This combined predictor also maintains a good balance between a 1arge 

correlation skill (0.6S) and acceptable prediction lead time (four to five days). 
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It is possible to maximize the correlation between the predictors and predictand but at 

the expense of shortening of the forecast lead time. The multi-regression with the OLR 

and OR predictors was tested, and it was found that the simple average of two predictors 

with equal weighting has the best peIfuImance, suggesting that the tropics and 

exb:atJ:opics have comparable influence on the ISOs in the NISM. 

The combined predictor can explain 4O"A. of the predictand variance at a lead time of 

four to five days. Thus, it is expected that 4O"A. of the extr:em.e phases can be predicted by 

this combined predictor. We thus propose a simple prediction scenario foI forecasting the 

extr:eme NISM phase about four to five days in advance. The date on which one 

anticipates occurzence of an extr:eme phase ovez the NISM is the day on which the 

combined predictor is gtea1eI than 1.0. From 1979 to 2006, there me a total of 53 

occasions that satisiY this scenario. W'tthin 10 days after the forecast date, 22 of them. 

developed into an extremely active phase. meven of the 53 occasions gteW only to a 

strong active phase. The zest of the cases oscillate around the neutral phase. On average, 

40% of the events captured by this prediction scenario successfully developed to the 

extr:em.ely active phase. Note that our forecast day is the first day on which the combined 

predictor exceeds 1.0, not the day on which the combined predictor reaches its maximmn, 

and thezefoze the forecast lead time extends to six to seven days, which is longez than the 

four-to-five-day lead time between the combined predictor and predictand revealed in 

lead-lag correlation analysis (Figure 5.11). FOI extr:em." break phases, this scenario 

showed a similar skill. 

Sensitivity tests were cazried out to examine how the forecast capability of the scenario 

varies with the choice of the thIeshold value (Tables 1 and 2). When we chose a thIeshold 
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value of 1.3, 25 events were hindcast, and 12 out of 25 events developed into an 

ex1xemely active phase (Table 1). When this value was increased to 1.7, only seven 

events satisfied, and six of them were extlemely active phases. The scenario with a 1arger 

threshold value has a higher hit rate, but at the expense of an increased missing rate. An 

event forecast by a scenario with a moderate threshold value (1.0 to 1.4) has a 40% 

probability of developing into an extleme phase. 

On average, only 1.25 extlemely active phases and one exlIeme break: phase occur 

during each summer season (which spans 122 days), and the duration of an ex1xeme 

phase in each !8nnrner can last for about five days. Thus, the probability of an occ:urrence 

of such an extleme event period is rather smaIl, less than 4%. Given this rather small 

probability of occummce, our prediction scenario is highly skillfu1 for forecasting the 

extleme phase. 

The data used to test this simple hindcast has been processed by three filters. Note that 

removal of the climatological seasonal cycle can be performed in real time forecast, 

assuming that the seasonal cycle is "invariant". The 5-day running mean filter may be 

replaced by a spatial filter to remove high-frequency variability to some extent Only the 

intemnnual variability is difficult to remove. Given that the interannual variance of the 

ISM is much less than its intraseasonal counterpart (Krishnamurthy and Shukla 2000), 

this prediction scenario can be used for real time forecast without excluding the 

in.teIannua1 variability. 
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5.6 Summary and DIscussion 

5.6.1 SU11I1IItl1Y 

This study reveals tropical and exfJatropical precursors associated with the exheme 

active and break phases of the northern ISM The OLR and 200-bPa geopotential height 

are used to measure the tropical convection activity and midlatitude circulation anomalies, 

respectively. The ex:heme phase is defined using area-mean OLR index exceeding 1.7 

standard deviation. Our composite analysis indicates that two prominent atmospheric 

processes lead the ex:heme phases over the northern ISM One is the development of the 

anomalous circulation over Cen1Ial Asia in the upper troposphere to the north of the 

NISM This exfJahopical precursor appeals to be induced by a 1arge-scale stationary 

Rossby wave train emanating from northwestern Europe to cen1Ial Asia via the western 

Siberia plain. The other system is the collective influence of a northward propagation of 

the 30-60 day ISO from the equatorial Indian Ocean and a westward propagation of the 

10-20 day disturbance from the South China Sea. The tropical and exhahopical systems 

can individually induce strong convection anomalies over the NISM When the Central 

Asian anomalous high(low) coincides with the arrival of the enhanced (suppressed) 

convection of the tropical ISOs, the collabomtion of the tropical ISO and midlatitude 

wave train creates a favorable condition for the occurrence of the NISM exhemely active 

(break) phases, possibly resulting in severe flooding (drought) events. The appxopdate 

timing of the two precursory systems is essential for the occurrence of the exfJeme phases. 

If two leading systems are unmatched, the convective phase over the NISM barely 

develops to the ex:b:eme stage. Most of the NISM active and break phases with strong, but 
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not extreme, intensity are related to this inapplOpriate timing of tropical-exllatropical 

interaction. 

For the exlleme phases over the 818M, 30-60-day tropical 1S0s initiated from the 

eastern EIO play a dominant role in controlling the convective condition over the 818M. 

The influence of the exllatropical circulation is hard to extend south of20"N to affect the 

exIleme phases of Southem ISM. 

Because of the severe outcomes of the exIleme phases, the prediction of the exlleme 

phases has the greatest economic benefit In the light of the above diagnostic studies, this 

work has allen Ipled to detennine the potential of forecasting the exlleme phases of the 

NI8M. The area-averaged 200-hPa geopotential heights over Central Asia (6S"E-8S"E, 

32.S"N-42.S"N) and the OLR over the Indian Ocean (6O"E-9S"E, S"N-lS"N) are selected 

to be two predictors to represent the effi:cts from the tropics and exllatropics, lespectively. 

The average of the two predictors shows skill higher than an individual one. Almost 40% 

of the in1raseasonal variance of the NI8M OLR is explained by this simple combined 

predictor at 4-S days lead time. This significant statistical association may allow farming 

and hydrological communities to benefit from the predictive lead times involved. A 

simple prediction scenario is designed to forecast the NISM exIleme phase 6-7 days in 

advance. Once this combined predictor increases monotonically up to 1.0, it is time to 

forecast an occummce of the NI8M exIleme phase after 6-7 days. Measures of prediction 

skill indicate the improvement in skill when the threshold value 1.0 is increased. 

Genemlly, an eveot forecasted by this simple scenario has a probability of 40"/0 to 

develop to an exlleme phase. 
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5.6.2 Discussion 

The relationship between the OLR predictor and geopotential height predictor is 

negligible, suggesting that the tropical ISOs vary somewhat independently from the 

circulation anomalies over Cenfral Asia. Thus, the exheme phases over the NISM often 

occur by chance. Extteme phases occur only about 2.25 times (1.25 exhenwly active and 

1 exbemely break phases) in one year on average and their timing is random within the 

summer season. Depending on the phase relationship oftropical-exb:atropical interaction, 

for some years there is an absence of the exb:eme phase, while in some years several 

exbeme phases are seen. In this manner, interannual variations in the frequency of 

exb:eme phase are random and are thmefore governed by stochastic s1atistics. 

The ISM rainfall shows significant temporal variations extending from synoptic to 

intraseasona1, inte:tannual, decade! and longer timesca.les. Because multiple timesca.les are 

involved in affecting the occurrence of the exheme phases, the interaction between 

different time scales adds complexity to the attribution. The relationship between the 

interannual variation in the frequency and intensity of exb:eme phases and :inteIannual 

variability of the ISM rainfall is one interesting issue to explore in the future. The 

interaction between exheme active and break phases of the ISM and the occurrence of the 

exheme PIecipitation events are rarely documented and thus is another inte:testing topic 

for the future study. 

This work is the first study to emphasize the importance of exploring the predictability 

of the ISM's exbeme active and exbeme break phases. Although the prediction scenario 

we propose has not been tested for opexational applications, it enlightens further 

investigation into better forecast schemes to predict exbeme monsoon ISO events. 
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Table S.l. Performance of simple prediction scenario for the northern Indian Summer 

Monsoon (NISM) ex:b:emely active phase with choice of diffetent threshold values (1.0 to 

1.7). An NISM exb:emely active phase occurring within 10 days after the date offorecast 

is considered a successful forecast. The ratio of ex:b:eme events to total events (Hit rate) 

and averaged predictive lead time provided by the scenario are two imPOltant criteria that 

show the forecast capability of the scenario. 

Threshold To1aI Extreme Hit rate Predic:tive 

events events lead time 

1.0 53 22 42% 6-7 days 

1.1 35 15 43% 6-7 days 

1.2 27 13 48"A. S-6days 

1.3 2S 12 48% S-6days 

1.4 19 9 47% S-6days 

1.5 13 9 70% 5-6 days 

1.6 10 8 80% S-6days 

1.7 7 6 86% S-6days 
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Table 5.2. Same as in Table 5.1, but for the NISM exl1eme break phases. 

Threshold Total Extreme Hltrate Predictive 

events events lead time 

-1.0 55 21 38% 6-7 days 

-1.1 36 16 44% 6-7 days 

-1.2 31 15 48% 5-6 days 

-1.3 19 8 42% S-6days 

-1.4 14 6 43% S-6days 

-I.S II 6 SS% S-6days 

-1.6 9 7 7SOA. S-6days 

-1.7 6 S 83% S-6days 
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Fig. 5.1. Standard deviation of daily OLR fields (color contours with an interval of 5 

Wm-2) for 28 summers (June I to September 30) from 1979 to 2006_ OLR is used as a 

proxy for convection. The daily OLR is filtered by a three-step process. The domains for 

the NISM (60°E--90oE, 20"N- 30"N) and SISM (60"E- 90oE, 7.5"N- 17.5"N) are denoted 

by dashed lines. 
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Fig. S.2. The composite II-day accumulated rainfall anomalies centered at peak day with 

respect to the (a) NISM extremely active phases and (b) the NISM extreme break phases, 

respectively. The rainfal1 data are derived from CMAP. 
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Fig. 5.3. The time sequence of the composite OLR (black contour interval of 5 W m·2) 

and 700-bPa wind (blue vectors) anomalies from Day -15 to Day 0 (the peak wet phase 

day) with respect to the 35 extremely wet NISM phases. The shading represents OLR 

anomalies significant at the 95% confidence level based on Student's t-test. Winds with 

both zonal and meridional components insignificant at the 95% confidence level are 

omitted. The sign of OLR anomalies is reversed so that the positive OLR anomalies 
, 

represent enhanced convective activity. 
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Fig. 5.4. Same as in Figure 5.3 except showing 200-bPa geopotentia1 height (black 

contours with interval of 10 m) and 200-bPa wind (blue vectors) anomalies. 
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Fig. 5.5. Same as in Figure 5.3 except for the 29 NISM extreme break phases. 
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Fig. 5.6. Same as in Figure 5.4 except for the 29 NISM extreme break phases 
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Fig. 5.7. Same as in Figure 5.3 except for the 50 NlSM strong active phases. 
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Fig. S.S. Same as in Figure 5.4 except for the 50 NISM strong active phases. 
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Fig. 5.9. Same as in Figure 5.3 except for the 57 NISM strong break phases. 
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OLR index. The negative lag days show that the predictor leads the predictand. The sign 

of OLR anomalies is reversed. The domains of GH and OLR predictors are shown in the 

embedded map. 
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Chapter 6 

Summary 

The focus of this dissertation is the summertime tropica1-exbatropica1 interaction 

associated with the Indian summer monsoon and its maintenance. The primary coupled 

tropica1-extratropica1 modes are documented to provide a picture of the low-frequency 

patteIns in northern summer; remote forcings from the Asian summer monsoon region 

and the equatorial eastern Pacific are further studied. The dominant teleconnection 

patteIns in northern summer and their climate impacts are explored using SVD, EOF and 

composite analysis. The salient results of the present study are summarized in the 

following: 

• Based on a newly defined cin:ulation index (CTI), a ciIcumglobal teleconnection with 

favored longitudinal phase and wavelength is observed in each month of summer season 

(JJAS) within the North Hemisphere jet stream. Most of the action centers in this 

teleconnection pattern disPlay a nearly equivalent batobOpic structure with maximum 

amplitude at upper lroposphere, with the only exception that the center of action to the 

west of Tibet exhibits a noticeable baroclinic structure, suggesting the combined effect of 

Indian monsoon heating and waveguide on the establishment of the teleconnection. Since 

the basic flow of July prefers a shorter stationary wave beyond Japan, the teleconnection 

downstream Japan seems to reverse sign in comparison with those in the other months. 

• In view of the incoming wave from upsbeam to Afghanistan, it turns out that the 

ciIcumglobal wavettain is not only affected by the Indian monsoon forcing but also 

influenced by the stationary wave energy originating from West Europe. A batobopica11y 

unstable mode associated with the east-west variation of zonal flow at Atlantic jet exit is 
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postulated to be responsible for the strong variability center over West Europe which is 

further hypothesized to be the initial perturbation of the energy transportation to the 

downstream. 

• The appearance of the precipitation anomalies over Europe, Centra1 Asia, northwest 

IndiaIPakis1an, East Asia and North America indicates the role of circumglobal 

teleconnection as a 'bridge' to link the rainfall variation along its path. Likewise, the 

ISM-EASM teleconnection and East Asia-North America summertime teleconnection 

Ieported in previous documents yield similar rainfall anomalies pattem. Thus, these two 

well-known teleconnection patterns can be understood as the regional component of the 

ciICumglobal teleconnection. Genem11y IIp''''king, in a strong ISM year, a suppressed 

rainfall over Europe and above nonna1 rainfall in north China and CentIa1 Asia tend to 

occur, whereas the out-of-phase anomalies pattern with north-south seesaw structme 

whose phase depends on the month is seen over America. Becanse the atmospheric 

circulation pattern associated with the strong and weak: monsoon largely miIIor each 

other, the reversed anomalous rainfall distribution for a weak: Indian slimmer monsoon 

also holds. 

If the growth of barotropica11y unstable mode is an impoItant filctor for the 

circumglobal teleconnection, it follows that the similaI pattern should frequently appear 

in a series ofbaronopic model experiment forced with spatia1 random forcing. To support 

this argument, 1008 member linear baronopic run is pexfoxmed with locaJjzed forcing 

distributed within northern tropics and midlatitude. As expected, the principal structme 

represented by the standaId deviation of multi-run approximately matches the 

observational ciIcumglobal teleconnection with same wavelength and wave node position. 
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Thus, the model result hints that the circ:umglobal teleconnection is a recurrent mode of 

summer time basic state, and the collective effect of Rossby wave dispersion and 

barottopic instability is the key source for the pattem 

The structure and direction of the te1econnection pattern emanating from the Indian 

monsoon region agree well with the dispersion of Rossby waves from 1ropical forcing 

described by Hoskins and Karoly (1981) in a number ofways. Hence, it suggests that this 

teleconnection pattern is part of response of the midlatitude westerlies to the Indian 

monsoon heat source. To see the importance of the heating for the build-up of 

teleconnection, sensitivity experiments are done where the LBM is forced by a spatial 

random heating confined in northern tropics. It is fOlmd that the heating over northwest 

India is able to excite the strongest anticyclonic circulation over Afgbanistan and 

northeast Asia at upper level. The response of the ECHAM4 where the convective 

heating anomalies is placed over northwest India during summer agrees well with those 

seen in the observation. As mentioned earlier, such an atmospheric response bears the 

potential to reinforce the recurrent mode of the basic state. 

By using relatively long periods of observed daily circulation and convection data, we 

found Imambiguous evidence that the mid-latitude wavetrain over Eurasia partly 

determines the "active" and "break" conditions of the ISM over northern IndiaIPakistan. 

This result has imPOltant implications in monsoon prediction and simulation as it 

suggests that mid-latitude systems could have some influence on the intIaseasonal 

oscillations of the Indian summer monsoon and the East Asian summer monsoon. Thus, 

prediction of the Indian summer monsoon and the East Asian summer monsoon 
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intraseasonal variations should take into account the interaction between the mid-latitudes 

and the monsoon systems. 

An application of our result concerns the predictability of intraseasona1 variability of 

the ISM. Since the NlSM is one such area that exhibits a strong coupling between the 

1ropics and exltattopics, the predictability of the ISO over the NlSM is largely degraded 

under the influence from the exltattopics. To better predict the ISO activity over the 

NlSM. the exltattopical effect must be taken into account in the empirical and dynamical 

prediction scheme. The petformance of a dynamical model in capturing the observed 

1ropical-ex1.Tatropcial interaction is an important criterion to test whether a dynamical 

model can be used to predict the NlSM exlteme phases. 

Finally, we emphasize that a mutual reinforced feedback between the circumglobal 

telecounection and ISM may provide fruitful line for further research. First, the 

concurring change of the precipitation, surfi1ce temperature, even the typhoon activity in 

a global scale can be understood in terms of this teleconnection. Second, the midlatitude 

action may also be a cmcia1 influence to the ISM. Although the MIO and high-frequency 

intraseasona1 oscillation originating from the equator are very impw: tant rainfall 

producing mechanisms for the ISM. the influence of the midlatitude flow on northwest 

India and Pakistan is revealed. Third, same as the western North Pacific summer 

monsoon, the ISM also has a far-reselling impact on East Asia and North American 

climate. 
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